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Abstract 
Relaxatio11 therapy tech11iques and mindfulness meditation are clinical intervention tools 
that have demonstrated benefits associated with reduction of physical and emotional suffering. 
These practices are well supported in the literature and are considered to be evidence-based 
interventions. Many mind-body therapeutic training workshops are offered in a one-day format; 
however, there is a gap in the literature examining the direct impact of learning relaxation therapy 
and mindfulness meditation specific to nephrology social work practitioners, and how, if at all, 
learning these techniques might assist a practitioner in his/her work. A study was undertaken to 
examine the influence of a one-day educational workshop on relaxation tl1erapy and mindfulness 
meditation 011 nephrology social worker's professional practice. Eight members of the Canadian 
Association of Nephrology Social Workers with limited previous exposure to mind-body 
therapeutic approaches took part in the project and were interviewed. Telephone and Skype 
participant interviews occurred following the workshop on three separate occasions over a period 
of four months. The key findings from tl1is study suggest that ( 1) the workshop had an impact on 
professional practice, (2) the workshop had an impact on self care , and (3) amid obstacles to 
implementation, nephrology social workers wanted to expand their current scope of practice to 
include relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation with their clients. 
, 
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Introduction 
Kidney disease describes a variety of diseases and disorders that affect the kidneys, usually 
starting slowly and progressing over a number of years. Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) is the 
presence of kidney damage, or a decreased level of kidney function, for a period of three months 
or 1nore (Kidney Foundation of Canada) and often requires psychosocial intervention in addition 
to medical care. The effects of kidney failure and dialysis treatment are experienced amongst 
patients, family me1nbers, caregivers and nephrology staff. Dialysis treatment is unique as 
patients and families spend countless hours togetl1er with staff over durations of many hours 
several times a week for many years. It is easy to understand how the frequency of treatments, 
dependence on staff, and the close nature of the treatment impacts the entire circle of care. 
End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) necessitates the requirement for ongoing hemodialysis 
treatment as a life sustaining treatment. This treatment occurs thrice weekly at the hospital and is 
designed to remove excess fluid and filter the blood of toxins as the patients· kidneys can no 
longer perform these functions. Dialysis patients require this treat1nent for the duration of their 
liv�s, unless they are candidates for kidney transplant, and even then it is expected that the 11ew 
kidney will eventually fail thrusting them back to the drudgery of dialysis. All members of the 
circle of care struggle with the manifestations, conflicts, and suffering that this illness evokes. 
Working with people v;ith ESRD can be difficult. Nephrology social workers are frequently 
exposed to patients that are frightened, suffering and dying and are therefore vulnerable to 
cumulative distress. ''This accumulatio11 of work related distress facilitates a quest for health care 
workers to examine a deeper meaning of pain and suffering in their lives as well as in others, and 
repeated traumatisation makes us vulnerable to burnout and vicarious trauma,. (Schure, 
Christopher, & Cl1ristopher, 2008, p.47). This unrelinquishing stress has negative ramifications 
---------�------------
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for health care professionals often illustrated with increased incidence of depression, decreased 
job satisfaction, disrupted personal relationships, psychological distress, and self l1arm. Stress 
negatively affects the health care professional's ability to concentrate. Stress also hampers sound 
decision-making and deters from healthy professional collegial relationships. Untamed stress 
disrupts patient/staff therapeutic relationships as health care professionals become devoid of 
empathy, awareness, objectivity and compassion (Shapiro, Astin, Bishop, & Cordova, 2005). 
Segal et al. (2007) suggested, that this constant influx of stress on health care professionals often 
contributes to burnout, exhibited by decreased attention, reduced concentration, compromised 
decision 1naking skills and suboptimal relationships witl1 patients. 
This study examines how, if at all, learning mindfulness and relaxation therapy techniques 
in a one-day worksl1op format might assist the nephrology social worker. In this Introduction I 
will discuss next ( 1) my motivations for the study, (2) the focus of the research, (3) tl1e research 
question, ( 4) why this research is important, and ( 5) tl1e structure of the thesis. 
Motivations for the Study 
_ Nephrology psychosocial tl1erapeutic involvement follows the patient throughout the 
disease trajectory from pre-renal insufficiency (prior to the initiation of dialysis ) to post 
transplant and in many cases when the transplanted kidney fails. As a nephrology social worker 
for 13 years, I have provided frontli11e counselli11g and support to patients and families affected 
by chronic kidney disease. In my professional practice I employ mind-body interventions that 
include relaxation, visualization, autogenics, progressive muscle relaxation, guided imagery and 
mindfulness meditation as therapeutic interve11iions across the nepl1rology patient trajectory. In 
my experience, I have found that these interventions appear to be beneficial for patients, 
caregivers and nephrology health tean1 members based on direct patient feedback, observation, 
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and survey results (Petingola, 2010). I have come to realize that both relaxation methods and 
mindfulness are distinct yet equally significant therapeutic modalities that may benefit the entire 
nephrology circle of care (Turk, Swanson, & Tunks, 2008). 
Importantly, my own experiences are reflected in the current burgeoning literature in this 
field. Many researchers are finding that mindfulness-based practices and relaxation exercises 
have benefits for a wide variety of people and problems. I was interested in learning more about 
how relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness meditation could help nephrology patients and become 
invaluable tools to assist nephrology social workers with the toil of their everyday frontline 
practice. 
Focus of This Research 
8 
This study examined the experiences of nephrology social workers who participated in a 
one-day workshop on relaxation therapy and mi11dfulness meditation as part the Canadian 
Association of Nephrology Social Workers 33rd Annual Conference. This occurred on October 1, 
201 1, in Halifax, Nova Scotia. N ine conference delegates wl10 attended a conference workshop 
on relaxation tl1erapy and mindfulness meditation indicated an interest in participating in this 
study; however, one nephrology social worker withdrew prior to the consent forms being 
completed and the study com1nencing. Eight members of the Canadian Association of 
Nephrology Social Workers (CANSW), seven nephrology social workers and one associate 
CANSW member, all of whom attended the conference workshop, were successfully recruited 
for this study. 
The purpose of the study was to explore if and how this full-day workshop for nephrology 
social workers influenced professional practices. I co11ducted three separate interviews with each 
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participant over a four-1nonth period following tl1e conference. Twenty-four interviews provided 
the data for this research. Findings are discussed in the data a11alysis section. 
Research question 
The research questio11 for this study was -�what influence, if any, has this one-day 
9 
worksl1op 011 relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness meditation had on the nephrology social 
workers� professional practices?'' Other areas of inquiry focused on participant 1notivation for 
attending the workshop; changes in practice as a result of the workshop; changes in confidence in 
using skills derived from the workshop; challenges and obstacles in i1nplementing relaxation 
therapy and mindfulness meditation in professional practice; and any secondary benefits derived 
from attending the workshop. 
Why This Research is Important 
This qualitative study explored if a one-day educational workshop 011 relaxation therapy and 
mindfulness 1neditation for nephrology social workers had an influence 011 the participants' 
professional practices. Alt11ougl1 mindfulness-based training workshops are offered in a one-day 
format there is little literature that explores the benefits of this type of training. As will be 
illustrated in the literature review, there is a gap examini11g the direct i1npact of relaxation therapy 
and mindfulness meditation specific to nephrology social workers and how, if at all, learning 
mindfulness and relaxation therapy techniques might assist a practitioner in their work. My hope 
is that this study will provide nephrology social workers with more i11formation regarding the 
benefits of relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation to professional practice. It is also my 
intention that this study impacts the reader, stimulating curiosity, validating efficacy in these 
mind-body therapies and i11creasing confidence to explore l1ow these therapeutic 1nodalities might 
be utilized within their own professio11al practices. A study of this nature may illurninate the 
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benefits of relaxatio11 therapy a11d mindfulness 1neditation to assist the entire nephrology circle of 
care. 
Structure of the Thesis 
Now that I have introduced the topic I will proceed to the Review of the Literature where I 
will describe tl1e relationship between the mind a11d the body, the influe11ce tl1at each has on the 
otl1er, a11d tl1e importa11ce of acknowledging this and practicing fro1n a holistic fra1nework. I will 
then define and address the key definitions that will provide the reader with a contextual 
background necessary to understand relaxation therapy and mindfulness 1neditation therapeutic 
modalities. The second chapter, Methodology, will focus on the qualitative approach for this 
research study, the setting, participant selection, workshop design, recruitment process, sample, 
procedures, collection of data, the researcher's role, ethical considerations and analysis of data. 
The tl1ird chapter is a presentation of the findi11gs from the study, specifically considering the 
themes that emerged fro1n the data. In the fourth and final chapter I will summarize research 
findings, address the strengths and li1nitations of the study, explore the i1nplications for 
nephrology social work practice, and suggest possible directio11s for further research. 
A Review of the Literature - Definitions and Key Concepts 
This literature review will provide an overview of the existing literature published in 
acade1nic journals with a specific focus on mindfulness meditation practices and associated 
benefits, relaxation therapy techniques and associated benefits, and the influence of both 
modalities for healthcare professionals i11 helping relatio11ships highlighting their unique 
relationship to the profession of social work. I could find no scholarly articles that dealt witl1 the 
research topic specific to nephrology social work. Literature was sought through the Laurentian 
library database utilizing Acade1nic Searcl1 Complete and EBSCO l1ost specific to social work, 
• 
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sociology, law, psychology and social services. This literature review will begin with an 
overview of mind-body interventions as both relaxation therapy and mindfulness fall under this 
umbrella, followed by a detailed description of relaxation techniques and mindfulness meditation 
definitions and practices. 
Mind-Body Interventions 
Relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation fall under the realm of mind-body 
interventions. The National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine summarized 
that ''mind-body practices focus on the interactions among the brain, mind, body, and behaviour 
with the objective to use the mind to influence physical functioning and pro1note health' (What Is 
Comple1nentary and Alternative Medicine, 2011 ). Carlson and Bultz (2008) suggested that mind­
body interventions include all treatments that depict the interaction between the mind and tl1e 
body. Cassileth and Deng (2004) highlighted that n1ind-body interventions strive to utilize a 
reciprocal connection between body and 1nind to assist patients to relax, reduce stress, and obtain 
symptom relief. 
Geffen (2004, p.95) described the dichotomy between Eastern and Western views of the 1nind-
body relationship: 
Western scientific thought regards the body as a machine. Doctors are the '�mechanics'' and 
the disease is viewed as a co11dition that springs from a flaw in the l1uman machinery. In 
Eastern medical systems, the body can be seen as a garden. Doctors are ''gardeners'' who 
seek to discover and heal the roots of disease, planted in the past by a patie11t's heredity, 
food choices, daily activities, environment and ongoing mental process . 
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Dr. Gabor Mate (2003)  in his text When the Body Says No reinforced the notio11 that there is a co­
dependent relationship between the body and the mind and that treating stress or i l lness 
necessitates a consol idated approach to care : 
People have always understood intuitively  that the mind and body are not separable . 
Modernity has brought with it an unfortunate dissociation, a spl i t  between what we know 
with our whole being and what our thinking mind accepts as truth. Of these two kinds of 
knowledge the latter, narrower, kind most often wins out, to our loss (note to reader sect ion, 
para. 1 ) .  
Be1iisch, Wee, Phil l ips, and McCarthy ( 2009) adapted the National Center for Complementary 
and Al ternative Medicine definition of mind-body medicine wl1ich incorporates a wide range of 
healing modalities such as meditation, yoga, deep-breathing exercises, guided imagery, 
hyp11otherapy, progressive rel axation, acupuncture and tai chi that al l  share a col lective p�rpose 
aimed at enhancing tl1e mind's  capacity to affect bodi ly functions a11d symptoms. 
Gordon (2008, p.684) suggested :  
Mind-body approaches to healing are based on the understanding that our thoughts and 
feel ings, our bel iefs and attitude, can affect and shape every aspect of our biologic 
functioning. Mind-body approaches also recognize that everything we do with our physical 
body- what we eat and how we stand, the ways we stretch our muscles and the tension that 
constricts them- can modify 1nental, psychological , and physical functioning. F inal ly, 
mind-body approaches are based on the understanding that the mind and body are, in fact ,  
inseparable, and that the central and perip.heral nervous system, the endocrine and immune 
systems, a l l  the organs of the body, and al l the emotional responses we have share a 
common chemical l anguage and are constantly communicating with one another. 
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pain the i11dividual accepts the pain and in doing so lessens its power to negatively influence to 
the person's well being. Sumedl10 (20 1 1, p.25) summarizes that we must be willing to accept : 
14 
The excitement and the boredom, the hope and the despair, the pleasure and the pain, the 
fascination and the weariness, tl1e beginning and the ending, the birth and the death. We are 
willing to accept the whole of it in tl1e 1nind rather than absorb i11to just pleasant and 
suppress the unpleasant. 
Mindfulness may be defined as 'paying attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the present 
mo1nent, non judgmentally'' (Kabat-Zinn, 1994, p. 4 ). The practice of mindfulness focuses on 
''being'' as opposed to "doing' and ''observing one's experience without trying to change'' 
(Shapiro, Brown, & Biegel, 2007, p. 106). Mindfulness helps us wake up from this sleep of 
automaticity and u11consciousness, thereby making it possible for us to live our lives with access 
to the full spectrum of our conscious and unconscious possibilities (Lord, 2010). Mindfulness is 
simply seeing �·what is'' (Rock, 2006, p.350). Riskin defined mindlessness as '·lights on nobody's 
home'' (Riskin, 2004). 
. Carlson and Speca (20 10, p.10) simplified the concept of mindfulness "'so mindfulness is 
simple; pay atte11tion to whatever comes up in the present moment; allow it all to rise and fall of 
its own accord, without trying to change anything; and be with things as tl1ey are.'' This 
essentially requires that the individual who practices mindfulness meditation will simply 
acknowledge and accept the present moment eve11 if that 1noment is defined by pain, sadness or 
otl1er feelings tl1at challenge the human condition. Kabat-Zinn ( 1990, p.6) refers to this as being 
' 
able to accept the whole tl1at life gives you . . . .  the art of embraci11g '�the full catastrophe.'' 
Mindfulness meditation reframes the experience of the discomfort. Attention and awareness of 
disco1nfort or suffering is anotl1er part of human experience; ratl1er than to be avoided, it is to be 
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experienced and explored (Turk, Swanson, & Tunks, 2008) .  Caud i l l  ( 2002, p.47) i l l ustrates the 
concept of mindfulness and pain paradox :  
Simply observe the pain and the feel ings you may have, such as fear or anger, without 
running away from those feelings or sensations . And say to yourself, ''oh yes, that ' s  my 
pain and that ' s  my anger''. By staying focused on the pain you begin to realize how much 
fighting your pai 11 or avoiding those feel ings co11tribute to your feeli 11g powerless. 
Mindfulness faci l itates a " "fu l ler awareness ' that promotes more ''flexible, adaptive 
1 5  
responses to events and helps to minimize automatic, habitual or impulsive reactions" ( Bishop, 
2004, p. 230) .  It is argued that the abi l ity to do this helps us to be more patient and less reactive. 
Gyatso and Ekman (2008) term this as being more '"emotional ly aware. ' Emotional intell igence 
is a concept that refers to being in sync with our emotional existence. Emotional intel l igence is 
de1ived fro1n increased awareness and equips us with more ski l l  to handle emotional chal lenges, 
to be more responsive to the struggles of others and to have 1nore compassion (Gyatso & Ekman, 
2008, p . 1 ) .  Baer ( 2006, p .363)  described tl1ese pheno1nena as fol lows : 
A large pa1i of mindfulness training is geared toward cha11ging a stress reaction into a stress 
response, in which emotional arousal is effectively managed. Emotional arousal decreases 
present-moment awareness, and inl1ibits the abi l i ty to see the whole context of the situation 
and the options available. 
Schmidt (2004) suggested that mindfulness fosters compassion and this in tum connects the 
suffering of the patient wit11 the health care provider s suffering and that t11is emotional 
co11nection creates a healing synergy. Mindfulne,ss may be viewed as being a cornerstone for 
increased self-awareness, greater insight, wisdom, enhanced compassion, co11nectivity and 
equanimity (Baer, 2006). 
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The term mindfulness ca11 be nebulous to a person who has not practiced or experienced 
mindfulness. Bell (2009, p. 128) used the analogy of '�trying to explain the Zen of a meditation 
experience as being similar to trying to explain color to someone who is color blind.'� This lack of 
a clear definition of mindfulness and consistency across studies has been detrime11tal to 
completing scientific research that is efficacious and validated. Bishop et al. (2004) suggested 
that failure to have a consistent working definition of mindfulness 11egates the credibility of 
investigations and hampers developme11t of 1neasurable tools. Thus, several researchers have 
worked to develop an operational defi11ition of 1nindfulness. For example, Bishop et al. (2004, 
p.232) suggested the following operatio11al definition of mindfulness: 
We propose a two-component model of 1nindfulness. The first component involves the self-
regulation of attention so that it is maintai11ed on immediate experience, tl1ereby allowing 
for increased recognition of mental events in the present moment. The second co1nponent 
involves adopting a particular orientation toward one s experiences in the present moment, 
a11 orientation that is characterized by curiosity, openness, and acceptance (p. 232). 
Not everyone agrees that mindfulness can be operationally defined. Another school of 
thought is tl1at the sheer ambiguity and complexity of mindful11ess negates the possibility of 
actually defining or operationalizing the concept. Hick (2009) argued that since the n1indful 
experience is so individual that it may be impossible to neither capture it in words nor accurately 
measure it, contrary to the positivist attempts to do so. Hick further argued that attempts to do so 
would be contradictory to a core concept in mindfulness of simply being witl1out judgement. 
Gause and Coholic (20 10) reinforced this notion conte11ding that the practice of mindfulness in a 
traditional context i11vokes a synergy that is extraordinary and immeasurable and tl1at atte1npts to 
do so are counterproductive to the Buddhist traditional belief of non-striving. Gause and Col10Iic 
, 
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also point out that mindfulness is taught by people with diverse backgrounds tl1erefore the 
interpretation of what 1nindfulness is will be equally subjective and diverse. Rinpoche (2009, 
p. 127) suggested that "Nonjudgmental observation is the basis of meditation, at least in terms of 
the Buddhist tradition. Many cultures, of course, have developed their own specific forms of 
meditation practice, each uniquely suited to the cultural environ1nent from which they emerged." 
Additionally, the profession of social work is e11gaging with mi11dfulness in a unique way 
that differe11tiates it from other behavioural sciences. Hick (2009) reinforced that the profession 
of social work implements mindfulness i11 keeping with the traditional Buddl1ist teachings, 
toward the greater good of society. This necessitates looking at person in environ1nent, wl1ich 
1neans applying 1nindfulness system-wide as a proponent for justice and as a social activist to 
facilitate change. Social work recognizes an interco11nectedness that may be referred to as a 
�'link'', ��kinship'', and ·"wholeness''. This interconnectedness encourages the social work 
profession to reach out rather tha11 ignore: 
And seeing suffering in others-though you do not experience suffering yourself-creates the 
feeling of personal unbearably. We are one family of human beings, so a person must take 
concern about the well being of everyone i11 society (Gyatso and Ekman, 2008, p. 196). 
First, there was this perception of shared huma11ity. �'There is no concept of an in-group or 
an out-group. We are all one group." All people have value (Gyatso and Ekman, 2008, p. 
199). 
This theme of being interconnected reinforces or supports the instinctive desire for social 
• 
workers to searcl1 for a deeper meaning of pain and suffering in their lives as well as in others. 
Awareness derived from mi11dfulness meditation can be a powerful equalizer. 
.., 
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Now that I have clarified the concept of mindful11ess I will briefly discuss how mindfulness 
meditation is taught, used, and researched. 
Mindfulness Interventions 
Jon Kabat-Zinn and Saki Santorelli are two Western practitioners who sought to 
operationalize mindfulness as a targeted interve11tion that would be helpful for patients affected 
with chronic pain who 1night not be interesting in subscribing to traditional Buddhist terminology 
and traditions but wl10 might benefit from many of the key concepts (Baer, 2006). In doing so 
tl1ey laid the foundation for researchers and clinicians to explore a variety of interventions 
designed to teach mindfulness and created the Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) 
program at the University of Massachusetts Center for Mindfulness. Kabat-Zinn and his 
colleagues successfully integrated mindfulness into co11ventional 1nedicine and healthcare and it 
is now used widely to help treat chronic pain as well as a whole host of ailments. MBSR 
generally runs the duration of 8 weeks and incorporates formal practice of hatha yoga, body scan, 
walking meditation and sitting meditation with informal practice (Baer, 2006). It should be noted 
that I -participated in a 5-day and 7-day professional training program under the direction of Jon 
Kabat-Zinn and Saki Santorelli and brought 1nany of these concepts to the one-day workshop in 
Halifax. The MBSR program falls under the real1n of social cognitive theory, focusing 011 
interventions geared towards modification of behaviour. Baer (2006, p.363) summarized: 
• 
This theory co11tains a number of constructs that are important for understanding human 
behaviour and how it can be changed. These include reciprocal determinism (in which there 
' 
is a dynamic interplay between the environment and the person's cogi1itions and 
behaviours), the impo1iance of the person's perception of the environment, behavioural 
capability (an index of the person's knowledge and skill to perform a given behaviour), 
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anticipated outcomes of beha\ 1our and the value a perso11 pl aces on the outcome, self­
control, observat ional learni ng, reinforcement, sel f-efficacy, and emotional coping 
responses (p. 363 ) .  
Mindfulness-based cogn i tive therapy (MBCT) is  more of a prophylactic 1ntervention that 
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merges key concepts of m i ndfulness practice with cogi1i tive be11aviora1 therapy pnmari l y  used for 
depression rel apse . M BCT 1 s sim i lar to MBSR as 1 t  too incorporates 1ned itation and yoga but a 
key difference is  that it al so teacl1es participants preventative information and helps them to 
u11derstand the l i nks between th inking and feel ing. MBCT was developed by Zindel Sega l ,  M ark 
W i l l i ams and Joh11 Teasdale ( Baer, 2006· B1shop et al .  2004) .  
Briefly, dial ect ical behavior therapy ( DBT) is  a treatment intervention initial ly  intended to 
treat borderline perso11al i ty disorder. It blends key concepts of MBSR and M BCT but emphasizes 
recognition and a lteration of da1naging thoughts, emotions and behavior. DBT helps patients 
have a clearer understand ing of real i ty so that they cai1 learn to respond appropri atel y  ( Baer, 
2006) .  Last ly, acceptance a11d co1nmitment therapy ( ACT) strives to reduce potent ial ly  harmful 
thougl1ts and feel i ngs by adopti ng a no11judgmenta l approach to thoughts that fosters acceptance 
of tl1e moment .  ACT is not med itation-based l ike MBSR and M BCT ( Baer, 2006� H ick, 2009) .  
Social workers are using many of these mindfulness i 11terventions successful ly in their 
frontl ine practice in health care. Psychosoci al Oncology in particular has made str1des in 
measuring pat ient d istres and ut1l izi 11g m1 11d-body interventions that include many of the 
aforementioned 1ni i1dfulness interventions (Carlson & Bultz, 2008; Shenna11, Payne & Fe11lon, 
20 1 0� Gordon , 2008; Luebbert, Dal11ne & H asenbri 11g, 200 1 ) .  N ephrology closely parallel s  the 
area of' 011cology in ma11y aspects a both populations e11dure 1nv asive l ife sustaining treatment, 
surv ivorship and tear of relapse . Although 11epl1rology social work as a pecialty is  j ust beginning 
• 
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to explore mind-body interventions with patients the time is ripe for more development in this 
area. We are on the cusp of  a major paradigm shift in treating i l lness and it is exciting to see this 
emergence. Tl1e shift has been brougl1t on by heightened consumer demand, patient frustration 
and conventional Western influenced medici11e's inabi l i ty to fix and promote heal ing. We are 
now witnessing the emergence of complementary medicine becoming more prevalent in hospital 
settings, not only addressing the physicality of the body but also embracing a multidimensional 
approach to care that moves towards treating the whole person care (Geffen, 2004). As a 
nephrology social worker, I have contributed to faci l itating use of mind-body interventions for 
Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) patients and fami l ies in Canada and the United States by 
educating nephrology social workers (over 80 trained to date), conducting research in this area, 
writing on this topic, and presenting at nephrology social work learned conferences. 
Mindfulness Practices 
Mindfulness is typical ly  taugl1t using formal practice techniques aimed to heighten 
awareness that wi l l  extend into the bearer's everyday l i fe so that one can eat, bath a11d write 
mindful ly. Carlson and Speca ( 20 1 0, p . 35 )  described formal a11d informal mindfulness practice 
and reinforced that both practices compliment and are co-depende11t on each other: 
• 
It helps to think of mindfulness i11 two ways, which we often cal l  ''big-M 1nindfulness'' and 
'' l i tt le -m mindfulness". The big ''M'' refers to 1nindfulness as a way of being in the world 
that spans all that you do every moment of your l i fe; you can be mindful or not. I t 's  not 
specific to any activity or situation. In contrast, l i ttle-m mindfulness refers to purposeful l y  
setting aside a chunk of time in your day to practice being mindful,  just as you would 
practice the piano i f  you wished to learn that 11ew ski l l .  Mindfulness is a ski l l  that you learn 
only through repeated doing. Essential l y  you practice l ittle-m 1nindfulness to make it 
• 
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possible to be more mindful in the world (the big "M'� ). It's virtual ly impossible to achieve 
big-M mindfulness without a very strong and regular practice. 
Mindfulness is typically taught using practice techniques that include sitting meditation, 
hatha yoga, walking 1neditation and body scan exercises. Carlson and Speca (2010) suggested 
that many people view sitting meditation as the heart of formal practice often thought of as the 
gold standard means in which to achieve mindfulness. Sitting meditation used to achieve 
mindfulness can be done on a cushion or by sitting on a chair in an upright fashion with both 
hands resting on the thighs. This practice usually entails placing your mind on the breath, and 
truly focusing on the moment. It implies acceptance of all feelings and thoughts that emerge and 
just ''letting go. 
Mindfulness walking exercises e11courage people to slowly walk paying attention to the 
breath, heartbeat, and every associated movement that the function of walking necessitates. 
Carlson and Speca ( 20 I 0 )  note that walking mindfully means walking with no agenda, no 
destination and no expectations. Walking is usually done in a circular or back and forth motion. 
Eati11g mindfully helps to anchor one to be truly cognizant of the entire dining experience, 
using all senses and aware of the texture, smell, appeara11ce, and taste of every bite. Mindfully 
eating truly entails the practice of using all of your senses to ' be with'' the food you are about to 
eat while being cog11izant about its origin and the stories that it speaks to. Additional ly 
mindfulness eating entails an exa1nination of the body's reaction, botl1 physically and 
e1notionally to what tl1ey have or are about to eat (Hick, 2009). 
' 
• 
The practice of body scan is usually done by lying on your back or sitti11g in a chair and 
sequentially moving the focus of your attention through the different regio11s of the body noticing 
• 
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sensations as they arise. Body scan invites participants to simply notice any sensations in the 
body with openness and curiosity (Baer, 1990). 
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Loving kindness is a practice that al lows us to practice metta. Salzberg ( 1997) suggests that 
practicing metta allows us to practice gentleness towards sel f  and to see the basic goodness in all .  
Carl so11 and Speca (2010) suggest tl1at loving kindness meditation involves a series of cultivating 
good wishes to so1neone you love, someone you have angst with, yoursel f  and eventually 
outward to all living beings. Sharon Salzberg ( 1997, p.41) stated, 
When we steep our hearts with loving kindness, we are able to sleep easily, to awaken 
easily, and to have pleasant dreams. To have sel f-respect in life, to walk through this life 
with grace and confidence, means having a commitment to non harming and to loving care. 
If we do not l1ave these things, we can neither rest nor be at peace ; we are always fighting 
against ourselves. The feelings we create by l1arming are painful both to ourselves and for 
others. Thus ha1ming leads to gui lt, te11sion, and complexity. But living a clear and simple, 
free from resentment, fear, and guilt, extends into our sleeping, dreami11g, and waking. 
Schmidt (2004) described loving kindness as egoless, spontaneous and unconditional. Schmidt 
sun1Illarized that lov ing kindness is an act of a balanced mind that aims for genuine happiness of 
the other. 
Curry (2000) described walking the labyrinth as a powerful opportunity for contemplative 
walking meditation and clarified that a labyrinth is distinct from a maze in that it is comprised of 
a safe passage in and out, and its focus is 011 heal ing rather than trickery. Curry fu1iher 
emphasised that the labyri11th journey is comprised of three parts including a pathway i11to the 
centre, the centre of the labyrinth itsel f, and the pathway back out. Walking a labyrinth is done in 
a 111i 11(lful 1ncd itali\ c tat t l1at al ll ,, ( 11c to tra11 c 11d t:X t: ,, l rric . c1111.::rgi11g 1.::1111)0\\ t:r (1 ft r 
I i fe 
. 
c 11 a 1 1  en e .... • 
' I  lie lab)1ri 11th i aml a11cie11t y111b l l  tl1at ,, rk \\ t:l l a a tl11.::r�q)cutit: t H. I t ) t:11cc1urag.1.:: 111t:Jltal 
fclCLJ tl1rclugl1 111ec1 i taticlJl clr J)r3)'er. ,, J1 1cl1 ca11 lJ i 11stru111e11tal i11 r1.::lca�i 11g  111c11tal a11<.l 
1, iritual grcl\Vtl1 . ;\s a tl1eraJ)eut ic t<)<l l .  tl1t: lah) ri 11th J)rcl\ icles \\ i l l i 11g � l ic11t::- an c)Pl)()t1u11 i t:, 
tel exan1 ine 11rcll1 len1s. quc t iclns. llr i ssUl'.s frc)!ll \ ari<lUS 111.::r::-J)ecti, es. ,, hi lc alscl affclrdi11g 
IJa ,.I clrrc: ( 2()()4. }). 1 2 1 ) saic.l tl1al .. \�alking a lah}ri11tl1 tclgetl1er. c l ie11t an<.l tl1eraJ)i · t . ca11 be a 
j)C)\\'Crful tlc t i ,  i t)' a the 111cl\ l'.Illent i tsel f arclLJn<.l tl1e circular 11at l1 11r()\'i(ics a CClt1 11ect i cl11. a11<l ca11 
s�ly' ing \ L'I") l i t t lL:: htit feel ing a 1..1t1 iet ccl11 11�cticl 11 . ' · 
anll clt1rali ()Jl tl1ere r1re l1asic C()J"C i 11strt1�ti()tlS C<l111111c)n t<) 111inclfu)11ess J)racticcs. \\ )1c11 C)llC 
J)racticcs 111 i 11<l lt1l 11ess tl1e 11crs()Jl i s  cl ircctc·cl t() fc)cus tl1eir attc11t ic)tl direct })' Clll a11 acti \  i t::,' 
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that tl1 is  is 11<)r111al ancl t l1 i�  i �  \\ l1al 111 incls cl() . tl1at is, t l1 i 11k. ,.rl,c t)art ici l1ant i s  tl1e11 i 11structccl tc) 
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or self criticis111. Tl1ere is no requirement to quash those thoughts and feelings that emerge but 
rather a curiosity and freedom of briefly noting them and allowing them to come and go (Baer, 
2006). '�Rather than evaluating our cognitive and emotional experiences, mindfulness teacl1es us 
to simply notice them ' (Allen et al., 2006, p .288). 
Physical and Psychological Benefits of Mindfulness 
Research to date confinns the benefits of mindfulness meditation training for the client 
population with regards to a1ne1ioration of illness symptomatology. There is no specific research 
reported to date to support mindfulness for CKD that I am aware of although there is support to 
substantiate mindfulness post-kidney transplantation. Gross et al. (2004) validated successful use 
of 111indfulness to reduce symptoms of depression, anxiety, and sleep disturbance post-transplant. 
Following a MBSR 8-week program, participants demonstrated improvements in all areas. CKD 
is often a secondary complication to co-1norbidities that include hypertension, diabetes 
co1npromised cardiac health, trauma and advanced age. There is ever-increasing scientific 
evidence to support the efficacy of mindfulness meditation to treat co-morbid medical conditions 
associated with CKD i11cludi11g chronic pain (Zeidan et al., 20 1 1 ), rheumatoid arthritis (Zangi et 
al., 20 1 1 ), type 2 diabetes (Gregg, Callaghan, Hayes & Glenn-Lawson, 2007), and chronic 
diseases that include both multiple chemical se11sitivity and cardiovascular diagnoses (Merkes, 
2010). Furthermore there is a wealth of 1nounting scientific evidence to support the tl1erapeutic 
eftect of mindfulness meditation on medical conditions, including improvement of IBS (irritable 
bowel syndrome), related quality of life and GI (gastro-intestinal), specific anxiety (Kearney, 
McDermott, Martinez, and Si1npson 20 1 1 ), fibro1nyalgia (Grossman et al . ,  2007), chronic low 
back pain (Morone, Greco and Weiner, 2008), attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (Smalley et 
al., 2009), and 1nyalgic encephalo1nyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome (Dayes, 20 1 1 ). 
• 
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As \ve l l  i t  l1a been suggested that 1ni11dful11ess 1nay be be11eficial for a nu1nber of 
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p ycl1ological stress related conditions tl1at ofte11 unfavourably affect patient quality of l i fe . 
Garland (2007)  sun1111arized that 1ni11dful11ess 1nigl1t assist with tl1e preve11tion of stress-related 
i l l11ess througl1 a 11u1nber of psycl1ological, biological and behavioral pathways. He suggested that 
1nindful11ess faci l i tates l1eightened clarity and i11sigl1t ,  a 1nore co1nprehensive understanding of 
stressor demands as wel l  as alte111ate copi 11g strategies to catastropl1i?ing and ru1ninati 11g, wl1ich 
are al l  favourable to e11l1a11ced adaptive copi11g. Bra11str6m, K vi l le1no, Bra11dberg, and Moskowit1 
( 20 1 0) fou11d that mi11dful 11ess assisted in tl1e psychological we l l -being i11 a stress reductio11 
intervention for cancer patients. V0l lestad, Sivertsen, and N ie lse11 ( 20 1 1 )  concluded that MBSR 
is a11 effective treatn1ent for anxiety disorders a11d related ympto111atology. Segal ct a l .  ( 20 l 0) 
has recently de1nonstrated that MBSR is  valuable at deterring depre ive episode relapse . 
Additional ly B011adon11a (2003 ) uggested that mindfulness l1as bee11 prove11 to be an effcct 1 \'e 
practice toward tl1e amel ioration of many physical a11d e1notio11al cl1allenges i11clud1ng 
dimini shed anxiety, pain. and depression. enha11ced 1nood a11d sel f-cstee1n, a11d decreased tress. 
Most recent research has begu11 to exami11e the actual effect of 1nindfulness 1nediation 011 
the structure a11d understanding of the brai11 a11d tl1 i s  is a very exc1 ti 11g uncl1arted fro11tier for 
researchers. Holzel et.al . ( 20 1 1 )  suggested tl1at mindful11ess is  associated witl1 changes in gray 
matter conce11tration in brain regions involved in lean1ing and memory processes, e1notion 
regu lation, sel f-referential processi11g, and perspective taking. H ase11kamp and Barsalou ( 20 1 2 ) 
examined the effect of the meditation experience on brain 11etworks u11derlyi11g cog11itive actions 
e111ployed during mindfulness practice . Westbrook et al . (20 1 1 )  reported that 1ni 11dful attc11tio11 
helped to reduce neural and self-reported cue-induced craving in smokers and might assist \Vitl1 
smoking cessation and other addictive behaviors . 
I I 
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In summary, the l iterature that I have reviewed in this section has suggested that 
mindfulness may be a val id treatment option for many physiological and psychological health 
challenges because it helps people to be 1nore insightful, l ess reactive, less j udge1nental and more 
tolerant. 
Mindfulness Practices 
Mindfulness is typical l y  taught using formal practice techniques aimed to heighten 
awareness that wi l l  extend into the bearer s everyday l i fe so that one can eat, bath and write 
mindfull y. Carlson a11d Speca (20 1 0, p .35 )  described formal and informal mindfulness practice 
and reinforced that both practices compliment and are co-dependent on each other: 
It helps to think of mindfulness in two ways, which we often call '"big-M mindfulness" and 
'� l itt le -m mindfulness''. The big ' M'' refers to mindfulness as a way of being in the world 
that spans a l l  that you do every moment of your l i fe; you can be mindful or not. I t 's  not 
specific to any activity or situation. In contrast, little-m mindfulness refers to purposeful l y  
setting aside a chur1k of time in your day to practice being mi11dful, j ust as you would 
practice the piano i f  you wished to learn that new ski l l .  Mindfulness is a ski l l  that you learn 
only through repeated doing. Essential l y  you pract ice l i tt le-m mindfulness to make i t  
possible to be more mindful in the world (the big ''M' ) .  I t ' s  virtual l y  impossible to achieve 
big-M 1nindfulness without a very strong and regular practice. 
Mindfulness is typical ly  taught using practice techniques that include sitting meditation, 
l1atha yoga, walking meditation and body scan exercises. Carlso11 and Speca (20 1 0) suggested 
that many people view sitting meditation as tl1e heart of formal practice often thought of as the 
gold standard means in which to achieve mindfulness. Si tting meditation used to achieve 
mindfulness can be done on a cushion or by sitting on a chair in an uprigl1t fashion with both 
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hands resti11g on the thighs. This practice usually entails placing your 111ind on the breath, and 
truly focusing on the moment. It implies acceptance of all feelings a11d thoughts that emerge and 
just '"letting go.'' 
Mindfulness walking exercises encourage people to slowly walk paying attention to the 
breath, heartbeat, and every associated move111ent that the function of walking necessitates. 
Carlson and Speca (2010) note that walki11g mindfully 11 eans walking with no agenda, no 
destination and no expectations. Walking is usually done in a circular or back and forth motion. 
Eating mindfully helps to anchor one to be truly cognizant of the entire dining experience, 
using all senses and aware of the texture, smell, appearance, and taste of every bite. Mindfully 
eating truly entails the practice of using all of your senses to �'be with'' the food you are about to 
eat while being cognizant about its origin and the stories that it speaks to. Additionally 
mindfulness eating entails an examination of the body's reaction, botl1 physically and 
emotionally to what they have or are about to eat (Hick, 2009). 
The practice of body scan is usually done by lying on your back or sitting in a chair a11d 
sequentially moving the focus of your attention through the different regions of the body noticing 
sensations as they arise. Body scan invites participants to simply notice any sensations in the 
body with openness and curiosity (Baer, 1990). 
Loving kindness is a practice that allows us to practice metta. Salzberg ( 1997) suggests that 
practicing metta allows us to practice gentleness towards self and to see the basic goodness in all. 
Carlson & Speca (20 10) suggest that loving kindness meditation involves a series of cultivating 
good wisl1es to someone you love, someone you have angst with, yourself and eventually 
outward to all living beings. Sharon Salzberg (1997) stated, 
-
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Wl1en we steep our hearts with loving kindness, we are able to sleep easily to awaken 
easily, and to have pleasant drea1ns. To have self-respect in life, to walk through this life 
with grace and confidence, means having a commitment to non harming and to loving care. 
If we do not have these things, we can neither rest nor be at peace; we are always fighting 
against ourselves. The feelings we create by harming are painful botl1 to ourselves and for 
others. Thus harming leads to guilt, te11sion, and complexity. But living a clear and simple, 
free from resentment, fear, and guilt, extends into our sleeping, dreaming, and waking 
(p.41 ). 
Schmidt (2004) described loving kindness as egoless, spontaneous and unconditional.  Schmidt 
summarized tl1at loving kindness is an act of a bala11ced mind that aims for genuine happiness of 
the other. 
Curry (2000) described walking the labyrintl1 as a powerful opportunity for contemplative 
walking 1neditation and clarified tl1at a labyrinth is distinct from a maze in tl1at it is comprised of 
a safe passage in and out, and its focus is on healing ratl1er than trickery. Curry furtl1er 
emphasised that the labyri11th journey is comprised of three parts including a patl1way into the 
centre, the centre of the labyrinth itself, and the pathway back out. Walking a labyrinth is done in 
a mindful, meditative state that allows one to transcend excess worries, emerging empowered for 
life's challenges. 
• 
The labyrinth is an ancient sy1nbol that works well as a therapeutic tool to encourage mental 
focus through meditation or prayer, which can be instrumental in releasing mental and 
physical tension. Many recognize the labyrinth as a metaphor for tl1e patl1 we walk through 
life, and as an appropriate symbol tl1at creates sacred space for enhancing psychological and 
spiritual growth. As a tl1erapeutic tool, the labyrinth provides willing clients an opportunity 
. . . · ';  - - - ·. 
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to exa1nine problems, questions, or issues from various perspectives, while also affording 
time and space for personal reflection before making a decision (Peel, 2004, p. 287). 
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La Torre (2004) said that �walking a labyrinth together, clie11t and therapist, can be a powerful 
activity as the movement itself around the circular path provides a con11ection, and can lead to a 
deeper relationship'' (p. 12 1 ). '"�We came together again in the center and tl1en walked out slowly, 
saying very little but feeling a quiet connection'' (p. 122). 
Baer (2006) suggests that although there are variations in the teaching methods, techniques 
and duration there are basic core instructions common to 1nindfulness practices. When 011e 
practices mindfulness tl1e person is directed to focus their attention directly on an activity 
(breatl1ing, walking, and eating) and to observe it. If tl1e mi11d wanders tl1e i11dividual is assured 
that this is normal a11d this is wl1at minds do that is, think. The participant is then instructed to 
simply label all discursive thoughts but then to come back to the target of their observation, 
which is most frequently, the breath. If the body reacts while meditating the participant is 
instructed to take notice but to not to necessarily act on the pain, itch, and desire to shift 
positions, et cetera. Whe11 thoughts arise the bearer is instructed to si1nply label the thoughts with 
a word like �'thinking''. They are to avoid falling into the reactive pattern of judging, evaluation 
or self criticis1n. There is no require1nent to quash those thoughts and feelings that emerge but 
rather a curiosity and freedom of briefly noting them and allowing them to come and go (Baer, 
2006). '"�Rather than evaluating our cognitive and emotional experiences, mindfulness teaches us 
to simply notice them'' (Allen et al., 2006, p.288). 
• 
Mindfulness and the Health Care Practitioner 
Of particular interest to 1ne and the project proposed herein, researcl1ers have also begun to 
explore how 1nindfulness-based practices 1night shape practitioner behaviour a11d health. 
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Researchers are expressing interest in how 1nindfulness meditation is of assistance to the health 
care professionals who provide front line service to patients on a day-to-day basis. Hence 
amongst the chaos a11d the work stress of health care counselling professionals is the hope that 
mindfulness meditation may foster resilie11ce, clarity and a moment-by-moment appreciation 
within the therapeutic relationship (Schure, Christopher, & Christopher, 2008). 
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For instance, Bell (2009) validates the practice of 1nindfulness meditation as an adjunct 
requirement for enhanced therapist wellbeing l1ighlighting reciprocal benefits to the client during 
the psychotherapy encounter. Bell maintains that psychotherapists who practiced mindfulness 
meditative techniques became more in touch with their essence, 1nore reflective, less judgmental, 
less reactive, more creative, more co1npassionate and clearer in their thinking. Further Bell 
suggests that this enlightenment allows for the psychotherapist to have a 1nore l1eightened 
·'therapeutic presence" with the client (Bell, 2009, p. 140). Mindfulness meditation enhances 
awareness and helps the therapist to appreciate and celebrate ·'interconnectedness" in the 
therapeutic relationship with enhanced awareness of all senses (Kabat-Zi11n, 1994). Hence 
mindfulness awareness may also promote increased professional fulfillment. 
O' Driscoll (2009) reports how numerous qualitative and quantitative research initiatives 
have demonstrated that health care professionals who are e11gaged in mindfulness have more 
enhanced therapeutic interventions with clients. O� Driscoll paints an emerging theme that 
increased mindfulness practice parallels with positive patient clinical outcomes due to the 
therapist's enhanced objectivity, comfort with silence in the therapeutic process, and comfort in a 
sacred space that the therapist and patient share (O'Driscoll, 2009). Both O'Driscoll (2009) and 
Brown and Ryan (2003) confirmed that counselli11g psychologists who practice 1nindfulness 
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attest to more satisfactio11 and less rigidity in the tl1erapeutic encounter and more positive 
outco1nes reported by cl ients. 
McCol l um and Gehart ( 20 1 0) examined the effects of mindfulness practice to beginning 
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therapists and conclude that m indfulness 111editation is a useful additio11 to cl inical training as it 
insti ls a calm ing effect, heigl1tens therapeutic presence, and enha11ces co1npassion. Brenner 
( 2009) confirmed that mindfulness 1neditatio11 cultivates the tl1erapist ' s  self aware11ess, fosters a 
non judgmental response� assists i11 helping to see the cl ient as tl1ey truly are and enhances 
therapeutic prese11ce . 
Shapiro, Brown, and Biegel ( 2007) examined the concept of mindfulness and its application 
to assisting front l ine mental l1ealth professio11als who are susceptible to increased physical and 
emotional health difficulties directly attributed to their work e11vironment. In a mixed method 
study, masters level psychology progra1n students that were i11 the Stress and Stress Management 
course that included Mindful11ess Based Stress Reductio11 (MBSR)  as a co1nponent, fared better 
than the control group counterparts in all regards and de111011strated reduced stress, reduced 
negative effect diminished vul11erabi l ity to rum ination, and decreased anxiety. Participants also 
demonstrated increased positive affect and sel f-co1npassion . 
Chan, Ng, Ho, and Chow (2006, p .822) addressed tl1e ra1nifications of repeated 
traumati sation specific to l1ealtl1 care workers a11d promoted the e1nbodi1ne11t of a � 'Mind, Body, 
Spiri t  (BMS)  Hol istic Model of Care to assist botl1 patients and l1ealth care workers in today· s 
specialized, compartme11talized a11d heavi ly bureaucratic hospital settings··. The autl1ors 
acknowledged the burden that many of today' s  health care workers ca1Ty, repeatedly exposed to 
patients who are frightened, suffering and dying. This accu111ulation of work related distress 
faci l itates a quest for health care workers to exa1nine a deeper 1neaning of pain a11d sufteri11g in 
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t l1eir l ives as well as in others. Their 1nind-body-spirit approach to care promotes the concepts of 
appreciatio11 of the mo111ent, e111ersio11 of body in move111e11t, accepta11ce of pain and suffering, 
appreciation of l i fe as it is intertwined with 11ature and tl1e abi l i ty to be de111011strative of 
O' Donovan a11d May ( 2007) sought to validate that tl1e 111 i 11dful tl1erapist (social workers, 
psychologists and counsellors) has the advantage of enhanced well-being, job satisfaction, 
diminished burnout and, as a result, a correlated enha11ced patie11t intervention and better 
outcomes. They further 111ai11tained tl1at botl1 therapist and cl ie11t benefit when the practitioner l1as 
more c larity and a11 appreciation of  tl1e mo1nent in a non-judginental fashion, and confirmed that 
a mindful tl1erapist i s  111ore coin passionate a11d more present. In a quantitative study of health care 
professionals Galantino, Baime, Maguire, Szapary, and Far ar (2005)  de111onstrated that an 8-
week program to teach health care workers 1nindfulness in an effort to combat work stress and 
bum out improved n1ood and emotional exl1aust ion. Schmidt (2004, p. l 0) summarized: 
Applying the ideas derived from the Buddhist mi11dfulness concept it is possible to add that 
an emotional ly charged relationsl1ip can be establ ished if  the healer/therapist e11cou11ters the 
patient with his or her ful l  awareness and presence. This means that the therapist i s  not 
hiding behind a professional stance, but shows his or her ful l  perso11ality i 11 a genuine 
human way. Moreover, a therapist or healer who i s  practicing 1nindfulness toward l1is ow11 
person is l ikely to display an unconditional ly accepting and compassionate healing intentio11 
toward the patient. 
In closing this section, Johns (2008, p.3 7 )  suggests that: 
Mindfulness is fundame11tal to being a caring practitio11er, because it i s  tl1e root of a l l  ski lful 
action. Buddhadasa Bkikku describes mi11dfulness as �reflective aware11ess; the 1ni 11d 's  
a 
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ability to recal l ,  know a11d conte1nplate itself. It a l lows us to be aware of what we are about 
to do. It is characterised by speed and agility. 
Mindfulness Meditation and Social Work 
When discussi11g the role of mindfulness in social work, Hick (2009) suggested that tl1e 
professio1 1  of social work utilizes 1nindfulness at three distinct levels. He firstly conveyed that the 
social worker utilizes 1nindfulness for self. In other words tl1e social worker who practices 
1nindfulness meditation benefits as it fosters an inner peace, an appreciatio11 of tl1e 1noment, 
enha11ced self co1npassion and self accepta11ce, clearer insigl1t, diminished stress and enhanced 
gentleness witl1 oneself as den1onstrated through self care. This is similar to the concept of 
therapeutic presence. O' Driscol l  (2009) referred to therapeutic presence as a heightened 
awareness tl1at permeates the therapist-client relationship during tl1e therapeutic e11counter 
directly attributed to tl1e practice of 1nindfulness. I t  is suggested that therapists wl10 practice 
mindfulness l1ave enha11ced therapeutic presence allowing for them to listen deeply, experience 
the fullness of the client� s experience, and share a sacred space. Wisniewski (2008) empl1asized 
that 1nindfulness is vital to effective social work practice as it al lows tl1e t11erapist tl1e opportunity 
to truly be attentive to the moment. Wisniewski postulates that this heightened therapeutic 
presence assists the client to feel more connected, less judged and more akin to tl1e tl1erapist. 
Likewise ��mindfulness prevents the therapist from reacti11g i11 scripted, preco11ceived ways in 
favour of reserving judgment and reaction so that the patient ulti1nately, feels more freedom to 
govern their own actions'� (Wisniewski, 2008, p. 1 8). 
Related to this, Hick defined what he refers to as micro-practice i11f1ue11ce. He cites tl1e 
practice of mindfulness meditation as being instrumental i11 co1 1tributing to enhanced client 
engage1nent and presence demonstrated by attentiveness to the mo1ne11t, enl1a11ced listening a11d 
a 
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bei11g with, rnore objectivity, and enhances compassion and empathy. Hick also suggested that a 
social worker who engages in mindfulness practice is more in touch with the greater community, 
more open minded, attentive to process and a strong advocate who has more awareness of 
societal issues and feels a connected11ess to otl1ers more likely to foster social change. 
Relaxation Therapy 
The definition of Relaxation Tl1erapy includes induction techniques which are targeted to 
induce a relaxed physical and mental state in tl1e patient usually obtained by the implementation 
of deep breathing, progressive muscle relaxation with or witl1out guided imagery/visualization, 
hypnosis, and autogenic training (Luebbert, Dal1me, & Hasenbring, 200 1 ). Relaxation therapy 
techniques can be effectively used as a complementary therapy with conventio11al medicine 
towards the amelioration of anxiety, sleep disturba11ce, fear, and pain (Barnes, Bloom, & Nahin, 
2008). Relaxation Therapy and Cognitive Bel1avioural Therapy (CBT) attempt to alter patterns 
of 11egative tl1ought and dysfunctional attitudes i11 order to cultivate more healthy and adaptive 
thoughts, emotions and actions. Relaxation techniques are frequently included as a behavioural 
component in CBT programs (Integration of Behavioural and Relaxation, 1996). Relaxation 
therapy began in 1934 when Edmund Jacobson developed a physiological means of reducing 
anxiety and tension througl1 systematic tensing and releasing various muscle groups assisting the 
client to achieve a state of deep relaxation (Bernstei11 & Borkovec, 1973 ). Barnes, Bloom and 
Nahin (2007) defined relaxation therapy as a compleme11tary therapy under the framework of 
mind body intervention and that when used togetl1er with conventional tnedicine, can be helpful 
with the amelioration of anxiety, sleep disturba11ce, fear, and pain. Jain et al. (2007 ) clarified that 
although there are 1nany variances in approaches that relaxation tl1erapy instills a direct intention 
to invoke change. The intention of relaxation therapy is to use specific exercises or i1nagery 
a JS a 
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tech11iques to help tl1e participant to relax. This is directly tl1e opposite to 1ni11dful11ess practice 
that facilitates a nonjudgmental awareness observing 011e's experience without tryi11g to cha11ge 
it, for instance, just noticing tl1e tension of a 1nuscle witl1out attempting to alter it; just noticing a 
thougl1t as it arises a opposed to trying actively to modify it. 
Al len et al. (2006, p.286) differentiated the practice of relaxation therapy from mindfulness 
meditatio11 : 
Mindfulness is not primarily a goal-directed activity despite tl1e fact that the practice does 
11ot l1ave its secondary effects. For exa1nple, although 1nindful11ess may bring about 
relaxation, it is not primarily a 4 .. relaxation exercise" 1n that bringing non-judgmental 
awareness to the state of body a11d mind is the practice without any expectation of results, 
no matter how desirable those results 1night be. 
Turk, Swanso11 and Tu11ks (2008) highlighted that there 1s a broad spectrum of approaches 
available to assist the client and that the exposure of many differe11t tccl1n1ques is conducive to a11 
informed decisio11 a to which one is best suited to individual 11eed . No 011e method 1s more 
efficacious and no one technique is effective for all people all of tl1e t11ne. In fact knowledge of' a 
wide array of different 1nethods may be the best approacl1 in arming the patient. 
Gordon (2008) suggested that when implementing any of the mind-body interventions with 
patients that it is imperative that tl1e therapist assess the needs of the individual firstly, 
highlighting the benefits and conseque11ces of the proposed action to the patient and then 
respecting the patient 's preference, based on a finn understa11ding. Gordo11 also empl1asized that 
in order to truly understand and practice any of these tecl1niques with patients tl1at it is prudent 
for the therapist to have experienced a11d made use of these techniques tl1emselves. Knowing and 
then experiencing these tecl1niques authenticates the tl1erapist as someone who truly understands 
.. . . . - - ·� · - · . - .. .. .. . . ... . .. - . -
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the practice being recommended, and I would argue validates their expertise and inst i l s  patient 
trust. 
Relaxation therapy is  designed to invoke the �'relaxation response''. Stephen and Smith 
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(2003 ) suggested that once a patient learned how to invoke the relaxation response that they 
could effectively invoke it thereafter as required in order to achieve a state of mental and physical 
tranqui l ity. When the body moves from chaos to homeostasis cortisol and blood lactate levels 
decrease, the heart beat steadies, blood pressure di1ninishes and lympl1ocytes increase. This 
institutes a sense of peace and well-being for the patient. 
In  summary, although relaxation therapy techniques and mindfulness meditation are distinct 
and equal ly significant therapeutic modal it ies that benefit both the patient and health care 
professional, they both faci l i tate the relaxation response. 
Relaxation Therapy Techniques 
Tl1e fol lowing section w i l l  describe four relaxation therapy techniques, including deep 
breathing, progressive muscle relaxation, guided imagery and autogenics. Caudi l l  (2002) 
describes diaphragmatic breathing as focusing on the rise and fal l  of the breath as one tightens 
their abdomen and expands their chest with each in-breath. A diaphragmatic  breath is  a ful ler and 
more co1nplete breath than the chest breath. During this technique one is encouraged to focus on 
inhaling clean oxygen-fi l led air while i1nagining al l the tension in your body and mind dissipating 
with the out breath. Additional ly, one might direct the breath into areas of the body where there is 
tension, pain or tightness and rel inquishing with tl1e out breath. 
Progressive Muscle Relaxation focuses 011 sequential ly tensing and relaxing individual 
muscles of tl1e body usual ly start ing from the feet upwards or vise versa. The participant is 
directed to clencl1 the area tightly, hold it, and then release i t .  This modality promotes body 
a . .  - - - · - - · - -. . ... - • - • • • r 
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a\\'arc11ess a11d tl1e release c)f tc11,ion in response to a11xious t l1ought� or stre � ful e\ e11t ( I DE  
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I l ealtl1 & Fit 11ess Sc)urcc. 2004) .  PrcJgrc si\'e muscle relaxation l1a bccr1 exter1 t\'Cl) studied a11cl 
sl1c)w 11 to be effccti\'C fc)r imprC)\'ir1g Jeep ir1 per 011 \\1 ith i 11 011111ia ( Lada . Po t-\ l1ite. & 
l l a\vks, 20()6) .  Progrc<:>s1\e 1nu cle relaxation a sumcs tl1at i t  1 po 1ble to lean1 tl1e d i fferc11ce 
bctwcc11 tcnsio11 <.111d rclaxatio11, as 0 11c ca1111ot be botl1 relaxed and ten�e at tl1c a111c time and that 
rclaxi 11g tl1c bc)dy througl1 clecreac;cd 1nu cle te1151on \\1i l l . 1 n  tum decrea e 1nental te11 1011 ( I DEA 
I l caltl1 & Fit11cs Source, 20()4 ) .  
Guided i 111agcry ca 11 be a11 cffect 1 \  c 111odal 1 ty 1 11 bol stenng 011e · e11 e of control and 
)1cl 111 11g incl i\1 1duals to ach 1e, c a  tate of cal 1n 11cs u ually ac]11e"ed through d 1 traction. Turk 
( 2 ()()8, JJ .2 1 9 )  suggested tl1at : 
Gu1clecl i 111agcry 1 11\ c) ] \ C� tl1e ge11erat10 11 of d1ffere11t 1nental 1 1nage , e, oked either by 
c)11cscl f c)r \\ 1 tl1 t l1c l1cl p of  tl1c }Jract1 t 1011cr. It O\ erlaps \\ 1th di fferent 111e11tal 1 1nage e\ oked 
c1 tl1cr l1; 011e�clf or \\ 1tl1 tl1c ]1clp of tl1e pract 1 t 1oner. I t  O\ erlap ,v1tl1 d1 ffere11t relaxation 
tccl111 1qucs a11d l1y11110\1� . It 1 s  ofte11 u ed 1 11 conJu11ct1on Vv1th other treat1ne11t 1 ntervent 1011 
sucl1 as relaxat1c)11 a11cl \\'1 tl1 1 11 tl1e co11text of  CBT. 
Gu1clccl 1 111agcry 1 s o fte11 usec.l tO\\ ard · acl1 1e, 1 11g a 1 1 fe e11l1anc1ng goal often \\· 1 th tl1e connotation 
to l1cal ,  11rc)111otc per 0 11al gro,\ tl1, l1eigl1te11 co11ce11trat1011 ,  and alter bod1 che1nistry. Guided 
i 111agcry 1 11cl1111oratc al l  tl1c c11 e. a11d focuses attc11t1on 1 11\\ ard. Guided 1 111agery al. o focuse on 
a safe place or pri, ate a11ctuary ( ID EA Hcaltl1 & F 1tnes ource, 2004) .  
f-" 1 11all1. autc)gc11 1 c  tra1 11111g co11s1 t of 1 1nag111 111g a peaceful en\ 1ro111ne11t and comfort ing 
l1otl 1 l� sc11sat 1011�. 1, basic focus1 11g tecl111 1que · are used: hen, 111e 1 11 the l i 111bs, \\'anntl1 1 11 the 
l i 111l1s. carcl 1 ac rcgulatic) 11 ,  ce11teri11g on breatl1i11g. \\1anntl1 1 11 tl1e upper abdomen. and cool 11c 1 n 
tl1c ft)r�l1cad ( I 11tcgrat1o11 ()f Bel1a\ 1oural a11d Relaxation. 1 996 ) .  
........ 
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Physical and Psychological Benefits of Relaxation Therapy 
H elping a11d health professionals have been util izi 11g relaxation therapies since the late 
1 930 's  (Bernstein & Borkovec, 1 973) .  Dr. Herbert Benson later popularized the relaxation 
response tech11ique that sought to quiet tl1e mind and dimi11ish muscle tension ( Weinberg & 
Gould, 2007 p. ,  280) .  The early research in this area examined the body' s reaction to 
environmental stress in the 1 960's; focused on field of biofeedback and the body' s reaction to 
stress in the late 1 970 s; substantiated the efficacy of suppo1i groups, changes in l ife-style, 
meditation and yoga in the 1 980's; and provided impetus for the establishment of the National 
Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine in 1 992 ( Finger and Arnold, 2008) .  More 
recentl y, researchers l1ave focused their efforts at examining the effectiveness of relaxation 
therapy tech11iques for specific physical and psyc]1ological ma11i festations often by use of meta­
analysi s  to faci l itate evidenced-based practice acceptable to professionals and to a better 
informed publ ic .  
Simi lar to the research on 1n1ndful11ess-based practices, the l i terature supports relaxation 
therapy as an effective treat1nent for a variety of ai lme11ts that include depression, anxiety and 
host i l ity ( Luebbert, Dahme, & Hasenbring, 200 1 ;  Uzma, 20 1  O) ;  pain (Carlson & Bultz, 2008) ;  
blood pressure control ( Dusek et a l . ,  2008 ); and quality of l i fe and sense of coherence (Fernros, 
Furhoff & Wandel l ,  2008). Specific to Chronic I(idney Disease, Duarte et a l .  ( 2009) conducted a 
research study with 85 hemodialysis patients. It was demonstrated that those patients who 
underwent three months of  week] y 90-minute sessions of CBT includi11g coping techniques, 
thinking and cognitive remodeling tech11iques, and relaxation activi ties had a significant 
improvement i 11 depressive symptoms, cognitive function, a11d  quali ty-of- l ife scores. A meta 
analysis that examined psychosocial interventions for anxiety and depressio11 i 11 adult cancer 
· - . . - - . . 
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patie11ts by J acobsen and J i1n (2008 ) l1ighl ighted that relaxation training i11 ra11do1nized control 
trials was found to be efficacious in preventing and relieving anxiety in patients undergoing 
chemotherapy. Manzoni et a l .  (2008) exa1nined 27  studies dating from 1 997 - 2007 and said that 
results demonstrated consistent and significant efficacy of relaxation training in reducing anxiety. 
Relaxation Therapy and the Health Care Professional 
Schure et a l .  ( 2008 ) examined the profound effect that elevated stress has botl1 physical l y  
and emotional l y  on helping professionals respo11sible for treating persons with mental health 
challenges. In their study, 3 3  1naster's level counsel l ing stude11ts were enrol led in an elective 
course referred to as ''Mind/Body Medici11e and the Art of Self Care'' where tl1ey were exposed to 
hatha yoga, sitting rneditatio11, qigong and conscious relaxation techniques. Students identified 
profou11d changes to their pl1ysicality, their emotional integrity, their cogi1 it ive c la1ity, and their 
concept of self. Stude11ts spoke of this exposure to mind-body interventions as reso11ating into 
their practice i11 a positive manner with themes of enhanced comfort with si lence, reduced 
react ivity, more compassion a11d increased empathy. 
In 2008, I completed a survey study with tl1e A1nerica11 Cou11cil of Nephrology Social 
Workers, An1erican Nephrologists, and the Canadian Association of Nephrology Social Workers 
to determine i f  there was an interest in advanced relaxation therapy as a standard of practice in 
the overall treatment for persons affected with CKD (Petingola, 20 1 0) .  N ephrology social 
workers reported that relaxation therapy tecl1niques were not being uti l ized in tl1eir practices and 
c learly saw the need for imple1nentation. Eighty-four percent of A1nerican nephrologist 
respondents reported that tl1ey would l ike to see the implementation of relaxation tl1erapy in the 
overall treatment plan. Overwl1eln1ingly 11ephrology social workers suggested the need for 
enhanced training to acquire more ski l l  with using relaxation therapy techniques ( Peti11gola, 
- � · . · .. . . . , · .·_- - . �-- -
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2009) .  Learning relaxation therapy techniques however i s  11ot sufficient to guara11tee successful 
integration of ski l l s  into professional practice with patients. 
F inger and Arnold (2002 ) explored tl1e use of mind-body interventions in social work 
practice and outlined tl1at social workers can learn to integrate relaxation techniques in their 
frontline practice with additional traini11g and a commit1nent to using the relaxation techniques 
personal ly .  Furthermore, Fi 11ger and Arnold ( 2002) suggested that social workers who develop a 
personal practice of relaxation techniques gain a clearer a11d truer understanding of how these 
techniques can be used in stress reduction, thereby increasing their proficiency. 
Adams, Camari l lo, Lewis, and McNish (20 1 0) exa1nined the benefits of a Provider 
Resi l iency Trai 11ing ( PPRT) program aimed at providi 11g mil i tary medical professionals the 
opportunity to significantly develop and enhance their resi l iency ski l l s. In this study, 1 72 n1edical 
professionals including nurses, doctors and anci l lary professionals were taught mi11d-body 
interventions. Study participa11ts found the deep-breathing exercise (95°/o), tai chi ( 86%), and 
guided imagery ( 85°/o ) to be the three most helpful mind-body resiliency tecl1niques. Overal l ,  
96°/o of the participants reported that tl1ey planned to use tl1e learned mind-body tecl111iques in the 
future. 
Poulin, Mackenzie, Soloway, and Karayolas (2008 ) exa1nined two mindfulness-based 
interventions designed to reduce stress as wel l  as enhance well-being amongst human services 
professionals in the workplace. One of  these studies co1npared mindfulness to traditional 
relaxation therapy for nursing staff. Results demonstrated that botl1 of these interventio 11s 
significantly improved relaxation as well as l i fe satisfaction. The relaxation intervention focused 
on the impact of stress on the body and uti l ized abdominal breathing tech11 iques, progressive 
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muscle relaxation, imagery a11d creative visualization, and incorporated relaxation exercises into 
daily life. 
Gallant, Holosko and Gallant (2005) argued that working conditions, client demands and 
l1eavy workloads exacerbated high levels of stress a1nong social workers, thereby undermining 
their potential for self-fulfilme11t a11d productivity. These researchers introduced a 1nodel referred 
to as Bio-Spiritual-Music-Focus-Energetics (BSMFE), a focusing technique for social workers 
and addiction counsellors as a part of staff training and re-certification. BSMFE incorporated 
music, relaxing breathing techniques, body awareness and breathing wellness. Social workers and 
counsellors participated to heighten their awareness of tl1eir inner-directed processes in their own 
spiritual quest toward personal fulfilment and professional growth a11d transformatio11. They 
argued that BSMFE was an effective tool that could be utilized to help social workers attain more 
personal and spiritual fulfillment. 
So, while there is no doubt that researchers are finding tl1at both 1ni11dfulness practices and 
relaxation therapies are beneficial for both patients and practitioners, we know little about how 
training i11 these metl1ods is taken up by practitio11ers. 
In this section I have provided a detailed description of relaxation techniques and 
mindfulness meditation definitions and practices. This provides the reader with the necessary 
information to understand the topics covered in the workshop. 111 the next section, I will discuss 
the project's methodology. 
, 
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Chapter Two - Methodology 
In  this chapter, I wi l l  introduce and discuss the methodology that was e1nployed to explore 
the research question. Additional ly this chapter wi l l  provide the rationale for choosing a 
qual itative approach for this research study. Description wi l l  be provided about the setting, 
participa11t selection, workshop design, recruitment process, sample, procedures, and collection of  
data, the researcher� s role, and analysis of  the data. Final ly, I wi l l  discuss the thematic analysis 
framework ethical consideratio11s, questions to participants, and my researcher journal used to 
inform the analysis by way of my reflexivity as a researcher. 
Background 
I was i11vited by the Canadia11 Association ofNepl1rology Social Workers (CANSW) to 
provide a one-day workshop to introduce relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness meditation ski l l s  to 
a group of  23 Canadia11 nephrology social workers at their a1111ual cl inical meeting on October 1 ,  
2 0 1 1 ,  in Hal ifax, Nova Scotia. The conference theme was Stayirzg ,1/1.oat in a Rising Tide: 
Na,1igating the Nephrof ogy Joitrne_v. The full-day workshop, entitled A Citadel in Titrbi,Ient 
Times: Relaxation Methods that Foster Resilience i11 Nephrology Social Work Practice, 
examined relaxation interventions used in psychosocial nephrology pract ice. The conference 
occurred at the C itadel Hal ifax Hotel and Convention Centre; hence nephrology social workers 
who attended were removed from their everyday place of employment and immersed in a 2 Yi 
day educational conference. 
The setting was, in  son1e regards, art ificial, as participants were cocooned in a cozy hotel 
banquet room atmosphere with no windows, sheltered from the toi l s  of every day work, fami ly, 
and societal demands. This setting created an e11vironment of sharing and intimacy in a roo1n of 
CAN SW 1nembers, many of whom were strangers to each other and who l1ad congregated from 
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across the country. Tl1is workshop was on the final day of the co11ference, a Saturday. Although 
the actual nu1nber of conference attendees was 3 1, several conference participants could not stay 
for this session or chose not to attend. Attendance to the workshop was logged at 23 CANSW 
members. 
Workshop Description 
The day long workshop entitled A Citadel i11 Ti,rbi,lent Tinzes: Relaxation Methods that 
Foster Resilience in Nephrology S0cic1I Worf( Practice examined 111ind-body interventions that 
could be utilized in psychosocial nephrology practice. Presentation conte11t built 011 the evidence 
supporting relaxation tl1erapy and mindfulness meditation practice and expanded on the use of 
additional therapeutic interventio11s such as the use of labyrinth, music and art. Body scan, 
progressive muscle relaxation, safe place visualization, autogenics and guided imagery tools as 
well as sitting meditation, walking 111editation and mindful eating were all taught, demonstrated 
and then practiced in this full day worksl1op. The approach was participatory, interactive and 
experiential. There was opportunity for participants to build upon their current skill set while 
learning new tools for practice. Together we explored the applicatio11 of various mind-body 
therapeutic modalities viable in busy conventional 1nedical settings. The intention was that the 
workshop would be useful in assisti11g the nephrology social worker by i11creasing awareness of 
relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation 1nethods to strengthen and promote resilience for 
patients, families and health care workers. This session was intended to address the provision of 
care for all members in the circle of care. 
Explicit goals of the workshop and stated in the participant packages were to: 
• Examine relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation methods to furtl1er understand the 
purpose, function and application based on research 
a 
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• Experie11ce a variety of relaxation tecl1niques and mindfulness meditation practices to 
increase awareness and understanding for optimal application 
• Network with other clinicians to exchange ideas while building confidence to include 
relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation as a regular part of clinical practice 
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• Understand the power of relaxatio11 therapy and mindfulness meditation application as a 
mechanism for self care, resilience and joy in the practice of nephrology social work amidst 
the myriad of demands and expectations of health care systems. 
Qualitative Research 
A qualitative research design was used to understand tl1e experiences of nephrology social 
workers who participated in this workshop and to explore if this intervention influenced their 
professional practices. J ea11freau and Jack (20 10, p.2) described qualitative research as follows: 
There is no universal definition of qualitative research, as it is an u1nbrella tenn tl1at covers 
several approacl1es. However, Bums and Grove (2007) describe qualitative research as 
focusing on the human experience through systematic and interactive approaches. 
Qualitative research methods are usually used when little is known about the topic and 
al lows the researcher to explore 1neanings and interpretations of constructs rarely observed 
in quantitative research. Studies are conducted in natural settings and provide a context to 
observe phenomena. The information sought focuses 011 how so1nething is experienced or 
processed and not specifically about facts and figures. 
Trochim (200 1) suggested that qualitative research is useful in its ability to generate new 
theories or hypotheses and to achieve a better understanding of the issues. Miller (20 10, p. l )  
described qualitative research design as a method of inquiry in which the researcl1er, acting as a 
data collection instrument, seeks to answer questions about how or why a particular phenomenon 
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occurs. As a nepl1rology social worker and researcher, I immersed 1nyself in the nephro]ogy 
social work world setting and established a trusting relationship through the achievement of 
rapport with research participants, fundamental to qualitative design. (Interagency Advisory 
Panel on Research Ethics, 2006). 
I used a qualitative research design as I sought to acquire a complex detailed understanding 
of the participants� experiences and viewpoints� qualitative research is conducive as it elicits 
meaningful stories, the emergence of ricl1 thick data, and more equitable power relationships 
between the researcl1er and the study participants (Creswell, 2007 ). Qualitative research is an 
exploratory process that parallels social work practice given the way this type of research mimics 
what social workers do daily. In practice, social workers gather information, assess for recurrent 
themes, and inductively come to a clear assessment with recommendations. Padgett ( 1998, p. 
3 73 ) discusses these parallels further: 
• 
The parallels are numerous. Similar to the co11text-ricl1 and inductive approaches of 
qualitative researcl1, social workers start "wl1ere tl1e client is," view clients as part of a 
wider social context, and favour individualized assessment a11d maximum detail in 
chronicling the lives of clients. Furthermore, practitioners think both inductively and 
deductively, examining information from a variety of sources before drawing conclusions 
about a client's problems and appropriate treat1nent, and responding to new information by 
modifying treatment approaches. This recursive approacl1, depending on a variety of 
sources of information simultaneously co11sidered, closely parallels the qualitative 
, 
researcher's approach to data collection and analysis. 
Qualitative studies favour more open and objective data collectio11 and analysis approaches, 
setting out to understand tl1e personal experiences of the participants (Tutty, Rotl1ery & Grin11ell, 
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1 996). Creswell ( 2007 ) highl ights tl1at in qual itative research the researcher is the key instru1nent 
for col l ecting data, observing behaviour and conducting interviews. Qualitative research was 
most appropriate to this research study as it al lowed for the1nes to emerge from the data 
inductively (Creswel l ,  2007) .  This qual itative research study sought to understand a phenomena 
of  concern to nephrology social work; a matter that has not been explored with any depth ( Mi l ler, 
2 0 1 0) .  
Participants and Sampling 
Initial ly ,  nine conference delegates indicated an interest in participating in this study; 
however, 011e nephrology social worker withdrew prior to the consent forms being completed and 
the study commencing. Eight participa11ts were successful ly recruited for this study. 
The purposive crite1ia for inclusion were that participants were 1nembers of CANSW, had 
participated in the ful l -day workshop, a11d were wi l l ing to commit to part icipating in a series of 
three interviews fol lowing the workshop. Cresswell ( 2007) suggested that "'purposeful sampling 
specific to qualitative research 1neans that the inquirer selects individuals a11d sites for study 
because they can purposeful ly  inform an understanding of the researcl1 proble1n and central 
phenomenon in the study'' (p. 1 25 ) .  
Data was collected over a four-month period from eight CANSW members (seven female 
and one male), ranging in age from 28  to 59 years old .  A l l  study participants were nephrology 
social workers except for one participant who was an associate CANSW member working with 
the Kidney Foundation of Canada. Al l  except one of the nephrology social workers provided 
service to both in-patient and out-patie11t populations. Six of the eight participants were employed 
in a ful l -time employment capacity while two participants worked part-time. Areas of expertise 
for nephrology study participants varied with some having worked in a l l  treatment 1nodalities 
EE 
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( i .e. ,  pre dialysis, hemodial ysis, peritoneal dial ysis, home hemodialysis nocturnal dialysis, 
conventional ho111e hemodialysis, transplant, post transplant) while some participants focused on 
a few of  nephrology treatment modal ity concentrations. 
Caseload demands varied; however most participants were respo11sible for 1 00 to 300 
patients. A l l  study participants except for one were university graduate degree prepared social 
workers. Geographical ly ,  four study participants serviced the mariti 1ne area, one serviced 
southern Alberta, two provided service to the Toronto catchme11t area, and one participant 
provided service national ly .  One participant reported being single in terms of relationship status, 
and seven participants reported being in a partnered relationship. 
A l l  participants had previous exposure to 1nind-body therapy through l i 111ited education or 
participation in yoga, mindfulness meditatio11, progressive muscle relaxation, hypnosis, reiki 
massage or reflexology. Only one participant referred to having uti l ized meditation and 
relaxation therapy techniques previously as part of clinical practice witl1 a patient. 
Each participant who volunteered to take part in this study signed a Letter of Co11sent 
(Appendix A )  and completed a Demographic Questionnaire (Appe11dix B) .  
Recruitment of Participants 
For the purposes of recruitment, I initial l y  sought permission from the ''gate-keepers ' of  the 
potential  study participants, the executive of CAN SW. I emailed the president of CANSW the 
Letter of Introduction - to CANSW Executives (Appendix C) .  Once tl1e study was approved by 
the executive, registered workshop attendees were invited to participate. This was accomplished 
by issuing an invitation on the official CANSW l ist server (Appendix D)  and website directing 
interested part ic ipants to contact me direct ly. There was no financial compensation provided to 
participants who agreed to part icipate in tl1 is study. As the CANSW web ad1nini strator for botl1 
. . . . . - . - -222 . . . . � . 
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the website and the l ist server, I was prudent in obtaining CANSW executive approval to post 
any information regarding the study and did not take any l iberties in doing so given 1ny position. 
Data Collection 
Data was col lected by 1neans of  a Demographic Questionnaire (Appendix B )  and three 
individual semi-structured 1h hour to l -l1our interviews using a Se1ni-Structured Interview Guide 
(Appendix  E) ;  these were conducted witl1 each of  eight participants and occurred in late October 
20 1 1 ,  Nove1nber 20 1 1 ,  December 20 1 1 and early January 20 1 2 . I conducted oral interviews as 
the primary source of data collection by interviewing each participant individual ly to address tl1e 
question: '"What influence ( i f  any) has this one-day workshop 011 relaxation therapy and 
mindfulness 1neditation had on your professional pract ice?'' The first set of interviews was semi­
structured with clearly set out open-ended questio11s to explore tl1e participants� experiences and 
perspectives. Subseque11t sets of interviews were eve11 less structured and more conversational 
al lowing for l ess rigidity and a more natural dialogue to occur according to tl1e participants' 
viewpoints 
. Participa11ts were invited to util ize Skype video cal l i 11g technology or telephone contact for 
interviews. One participant elected to use Skype tecl111ology, and al l others chose to be 
interviewed by telephone. Those interviewed by telephone preferred that interviews occurred 
during daytime working hours and at their places of employment. Tl1e employ1nent settings did 
not have web cam or Skype avai labi l ity. Each interview was audio-recorded with two electronic 
recording devices to assure accuracy and as a precaution in the event that one recording device 
fai led. Interviews were transcribed verbati1n for analysis by a research assistant altl1ough I 
transcribed 1 4  of  the interviews as a means of fu1il1ering my famil iarity witl1 the data; the 
research assistant transcribed ten interviews. 
a 
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Additional ly I used a journal to note observations made during the interviews, certain 
revelations and questions that came to me, no11-identifying informatio11 about each participant and 
lastly my feelings about the i11terviews. I have used tl1 is to refer to during the data analysis. 
Researcher's Role 
As a nephrology social worker I bring my own understanding of the en1otional a11d practical 
demands in which nephrology social workers practice. I also u11derstand both clinician and 
patient vulnerabi l ity, as I witness this on a dai ly basis in my frontl ine practice. This 
understanding assisted me in engaging research part icipants with dignity and respect. I also 
sensed that research participants fel t  a kinship with me as they frequentl y  suggested that I must 
understand what they were trying to convey, being a nephrology social worker. My fami l iarity 
with this work faci l itated a sense of 0011-judgement and compassion for their working situations, 
l imitations, and i11tentions. As a social worker i11 nephrology practice for 1 3 years I am fami l iar 
with institutional chaos, frightened patients l iving with multiple co-morbidities experiencing grief 
and loss, and anxious colleagues a l l  trying to stay afloat amongst workload de1nands and publ ic 
scrutiny. 
In my professional practice I guide patients, staff and caregivers through mindfulness 
meditation as well as employ an array of relaxation techniques. I acknowledge my bias as a result 
of participant reactions and affirming feedback 011 how these complementary therapies help them 
to cope and in many instances change their l ives. A long with my bias I bring a passion to seek 
change in the way that 11ephrology social workers practice by heightening their awareness to the 
benefits of relaxation and mindfulness practice, fostering best professional practice and enhanced 
self care. Rock ( 2006) suggested through the committed practice of mindfulness 111editation, a 
person develops the abi l i ty to recognize thoughts and emotion as tl1ey arise a11d this ski l l  enables 
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greater insigl1t, less reactive responses and less rigidity. My personal heightened awareness has 
allowed for less judgement and more impatiiality i11 my clinical practice and in collaboration with 
my colleagues. Reflection and heightened aware1 1ess have permitted me to be 1nore aware of how 
I influenced the research process and on how research process influenced me. 
Savin-Baden (2004, p.366) suggested: 
Reflexivity for me is about situating myself in the research and the processes of research in 
ways that acknowledge and do justice to 1ny personal stance and to the personal stances of 
those involved in the research. Reflexivity is about disclosing my value-base to those who 
participate in research. It is about working with people, doing research that is collaborative 
and sharing perspectives in the process of doing research. 
It should be noted that I kept a journal duri11g the entire research study in which I recorded my 
thoughts, dilemmas, realignment of themes, a11d numerous attempts to reframe the research 
question, constantly reflecting and rethinki11g. Barry and O'Callaghan (2008) illustrated that 
reflexive journal writing can be useful in generating and demonstrating new understa11dings vital 
to extend practice. Additionally I employed critical reflection, a process that conjures the 
identification of deep-seated assumptions with the key purpose being to identify and implement 
changes to practice (Fook & Askeland, 2007). Also, in frequently scheduled supervision 
meetings, my supervisors challenged 1ny beliefs and pointed out my biases. As a researcher I had 
to be aware of how my personal bias and experience may have i11fluenced the project. As a 
nephrology social worker interviewing participants who were nephrology social workers, I had to 
make sure that I challenged participants about their answers to interview questions regardless of 
the unsaid collegial bond that we shared. Additional ly I l1ad to eradicate the notion that relaxation 
therapy a11d mindfulness meditation were u1 1questionably favourable simply because I had found 
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the1n helpful in my professional practice and perso11al self care. I had to be open to whatever the 
participant wanted to share witl1 me even i f  i t  was contradictory to 1ny own way of thinking. 
I t  i s  1ny hope that this research study has prompted reflective practice and promoted an 
opportunity for professional growth for al l involved. My paths l1ave crossed with some of the 
study participants since 1 999 when I first became a member of CANSW. Over the years I have 
bee11 a member of the executive, assisted i11 conference and educational planning for nephrology 
social work conferences, been a conference presenter and am currently the web ad1ninistrator for 
the official website and l ist server. My presence with the CANSW co1nmunity may have invoked 
trust by potential study participants. Ho,.vever, this relationship may have been a l i 1ni tation to the 
study as potential participants could have had a preconceived notion of me which might have 
hampered or e11couraged their participation in the study. As a nephrology social worker I have 
1ny own understanding of  the nephrology social work culture. I had to be aware that my work 
culture was unique to me and that each of thei r work cultures were equal ly distinct. Hence, I 
could not form general ized viewpoints based on my personal exposure nor 1nake assu1nptions 
that relaxation therapy a11d mindfulness 1neditation would be readi ly accepted into their work 
settings j ust because my work setting had embraced the impleme11tation. As part of the research 
process, I faci l i tated open dialogue which required my attention to 1ny verbal and non verbal 
responses to assure neutral i ty and non-judgement. I was successful in engaging perspective study 
participants from the announce1nent of the study onward and al lowed for rich data to emerge as a 
truly receptive l i stener. 
Tutty's (1996) six-point then1atic analysis framework 
Tutty' s  ( 1996) six-point thematic analysis fra1nework was tl1e approach used to analyze tl1e 
data col lected. Tl1e six-point thematic analysis framework is as fol lows: 
' 
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1 .  I prepared the data i n  transcript fonn. Each interview was recorded and interviews were 
transcribed. I transcribed many of the interviews so I became very well acquainted with the 
stories being told. 
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2 .  I establ ished a plan for data analysis and read each interview thoroughly once transcribed. To 
extract the data for raw coding, I cut excerpts from the entire 1nanuscript into initial categories in 
order to begin to decipher key themes. Al l  cut excerpts were spread out and organized into pi les 
that would form the init ial categories. This assisted witl1 providing a visual picture of the data. 
3 .  In first level coding I identified the important experiences or ideas that emerged from 1ny data 
into meaningful units based on similarities and differences. Once identified, categories were 
named, and the cut excerpts were placed into designated files. Al l  data was reviewed again to 
make certain the analysis reflected what the participants said.  
4.  Second level coding was completed to furtl1er decontextual ize the data interpreting wl1at the 
first level categories mea11t in a more abstract manner. I identified simi larities and differences 
between the categories to understand relationships between them. I further integrated the 
categories into themes a11d looked for relationships. 
5. To determine meaning and interpretation, the relationsl1ips and main categories were reviewed 
looking for meaning. I identified relationships between major themes through the use of a 
diagram to help me conceptualize the data. I then used the fol lowing strategies to extract meaning 
from the data: the use of  a a matrix, counti 11g the number of times a theme is repeated, including 
metaphors, looking for 1ni ssing l inks, and noting contradictory evidence. 
6. To help establ ish trustworthiness/triangulation I established my credibil ity as a researcher by 
carefully documenting in a journal what I did, how I did i t  and why I d id it, as well as how I 
arrived at my co11clusio11s. This is  consistent witl1 my described processes and analysis. 
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Additionally I met with my thesis supervisors to review my analysis and sought their feedback 
and direction (Tutty, 1996). 
Ethics 
This study was provided with ethical approval by the Laurentian University Research 
Ethics Board (REB) on July 1 2, 2011 (see Appendix F). 
This chapter has provided an account of the methodology employed in this study. 
Qualitative research lent itself well to the project as I was interested in exploring in-depth the 
participants' experiences with the learning gained from the workshop. The interviews were 
analyzed and demonstrated that the workshop did have some impact on the participants' 
practices. This, as well as other findings, are discussed in tl1e next chapter. 
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Chapter Three - Results 
A total of 24 interviews were analyzed after being transcribed verbatim. Rather than 
examine the data as one unit, careful attention was directed towards analysis of each of the three 
distinct sub-sets of interviews that spanned over the course of four months (October 20 1 1 -
January 2 0 1 2 ). This was do11e purposefu l ly  to respect the integrity and unique qualities of  each 
set of interviews and to ident ify where participants were positioned along the influence trajectory 
over time. By analyzing the interviews in there groupings, attention could be paid to changes 
over time regarding the influence, or not, of  the workshop. 
The initial interviews found tl1at nephrology social workers had i1nplemented relaxation 
therapy and mindfulness meditation into their l ives both professional ly and personal ly .  These 
findings are discussed next. 
The Initial Interviews 
The first set of  interviews occurred between October 3 1 and November 8, 20 1 1 ,  
approximately one month fol lowing the workshop that was held on October 1 ,  20 1 1 .  Participants 
described this period as a time to reflect on the workshop and examine how relaxation therapy 
1 and mindfulness meditation might be included or not in their professional practice. Participants 
said that this period also provided an opportunity for them to process the knowledge tl1at they had 
acquired from the workshop for gradual guarded implementation. Initial ly, 32  important ideas 
emerged in the first level coding of the analysis but as the analysis progressed the data was 
grouped into seven categories based on simi larities and differences. Following this process, 
second level coding was completed and fro1n that five 1nain themes emerged. 
In the first set of i11terviews the five main themes were ( 1 )  the workshop was an opportunity 
for ski l l  development, ( 2 )  the workshop influenced professional practice, ( 3 )  the worksl1op 
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influenced self care, (3) nephrology social workers believed that their scope of practice should be 
expanded to include both therapeutic modalities, (5) and there were obstacles to implementation. 
The Workshop was an Opportunity for Skill Development. All of tl1e participants 
reported that tl1ey believed that the workshop was an opportunity to build skills for enhanced 
professional practice and self care. On describing the workshop one participant shared ''it just 
really resonated and I tl1ought everything seemed like it was so very practical and focused on the 
actual work that we do. ' All eight participants had some previous exposure to mind-body 
therapeutic interventions in some capacity but none had previously participated in a full day 
comprehensive workshop specific to relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation and its 
application to nephrology social work practice. Seve11 out of eight participants reported that they 
attended the workshop to "'gain more experience'' and knowledge in this area; · ' I saw this as a 
refresher and opportunity to perhaps deepen my knowledge.'' One participant stated that they 
found it '·intriguing to go into 1nore depth." Similarly, another participa11t stated that: 
It has bee11 something that I've been interested [in] for a while . . .  I have done some 
. meditation myself . . .  and I've done some relaxation with clients and just wanted more 
information about it and was looking forward to the fact that it was a colleague who is 
doing this. 
As participants implemented newly acquired skills fron1 the worksl1op they acknowledged 
that they were still beginners simply trying out new techniques in an effort to gain more skill and 
confidence. Participants were afraid that failure to implement new skills learned at the workshop 
would jeopardize their ability to retain tl1e information hence they sought to integrate these 
therapeutic modalities into their practice promptly to prevent them from '·falling by the way 
side." Participants were hopeful tl1at their skills would be further developed and refined through 
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practice so they would feel more natural in their application. Tl1e need to streamline and perfect 
the use of new techniques is important to a discipline that prides itself on the ability to 
communicate and elicit patient feedback. One can understand how this need to refine skills is 
important to participants wishing to expand their skill set to compliment their professional 
practice. One participant stated: 
I ve been very open about the fact that for me this will be a chance to really practice this 
and he�s [patient] willing to be my guinea pig. What I'm hoping is that it's going to give 
me an opportunity to get a sense of which of the techniques I'm most comfortable with so 
that . . . it just becomes a little more sort of internalized and I'm not having feeling that I 
have to read everything each time. 
Although participants viewed their level of comfort with implementation as being ''low" 
during the initial month following the workshop, all participants persevered to put skills into 
practice even if they felt '4out of tl1eir comfort zone" during initial usage. One participa11t 
eloquently su111marized tl1is concept by stating ''my comfort level is low. I don't feel 1 00%; I 
don '.t feel right now it comes naturally for me. So I think it's also a co11fidence obstacle''. 
Another participant highlighted that even though they did not consider themselves to be ''expert" 
in using relaxation therapy techniques that they persisted with knowingly receptive patients. 
When not reacting to crisis situations participants interestingly chose patients and family 
members whom they suspected or believed would be open to 4'take the bait'' in trying relaxation 
techniques. S0n1e participants i1 1dicated that they did not want to overwhelm the nephrology 
circle of care in the process of introducing new psychosocial interventions. One participant 
summarized that they wa11ted to "make sure that this was fitting into their practice and that this 
was 11ot their whole practice". 
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One participant spoke of the need to implement relaxation therapy and mindfulness 
meditatio11 personal l y  in order to be able to offer it confidently to patients and famil ies. Given 
that 11ephrology social workers practice from a ''do no hann" standpoint it is not surprising that 
this participant would have adopted this criterion for safe implementation: 
5 7  
I always find i t ,s  helpful to run things through on a personal level even before you bring it 
to someone else right? You know tl1ey often say if you're going to engage in counsel l ing 
you should do some of your own. So I think i t 's  a piece of it. An easy way to hone ski l l  is 
to look at it in tenns of how I can apply this in 1ny own particular area? 
Overal l ,  during this set of interviews most participants expressed that they were eager to 
imple1nent newly acquired relaxation therapy ski l l s  in their professional practice. 
The Workshop Influenced Professional Practice. In total, seven participants stated that 
the workshop had a positive i11fluence on tl1eir professio11al practice. One participant of the seven 
used the adjective , .. powerful '' to describe l1ow the workshop had infl uenced professional practice. 
Another participant stated that havi11g attended the workshop they ''felt inspired to want to try'' to 
implement new ski l l s  into practice. A furtl1er participa11t spoke of a desire to implement 
relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation into practice as they l iked the idea of being able to 
offer 4'a holistic service'' to patients who might be less receptive to phannacological treatment. 
Chiu et a l .  ( 2009) estimated that the average hemodialysis patient takes 1 9  pi l ls  per day so it is 
easy to understa11d the appeal of mi11d-body interventions to both patient and provider. 
Al l  eight participants welcomed these new ski l ls  as a divergence from the usual 
instrumental task-oriented interventions highlighting that there are '4some real perks to being able 
to have something practical and tangible.,� Four participants expressed tl1at the workshop had 
been influential as it provided them witl1 '�concrete tools" which they fel t  empowered them as 
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nephrology social workers to use with patients and fami l ies. One participant commented ''i t 's  at 
least something tangible and in that mo1nent that I can help, something that I can offer; it' s been a 
good tool to have." 
Participants repo1ied that the workshop influenced their practice whereby they had 
successfully incorporated relaxation therapy techniques to assist patients fearful of needles 
anticipating or undergoi11g hemodialysis. Hemodialysis is a l i fe sustaining necessary treatment. 
Hemodialysis requires the insertion of l arge needles into a fistula or graft on the patients arm and 
can be chal lenging to patients and nursing staff i f  the access site is  d i fficult to ca1mulate. 
Intervention was achieved individual ly and participants implemented deep breathing, safe place 
visual ization a11d autogenic techniques to calm anxious patie11ts. Interventio11 was frequently 
crisis driven and therefore u11pla11ned and at the bedside in many instances. The benefit of this 
was that i t  tl1rust participants into uti l izing relaxatio11 techniques a11d t11ese positive experiences 
helped participants to feel empowered and pleased to be able to intervene in this capacity. This 
l ead to feelings of satisfaction and achievement in their work even i f  implementation fel t  
awkward for some participants. Participants c.redited the workshop as having influenced this 
change in practice: 
• 
I t  was not l ike a planned interve11tion . . .  it was kind of a crisis spur of the moment and I 
used the safe place visual ization. It was effective. Well it was kind of happenstance. I was 
worki11g in  the unit one night and . . .  there was a family member in absolute tears and I j ust 
happened to be there and a so to be able to use that in that context as opposed to a planned 
, 
counsel l ing session was real ly helpful to me as the person providing the service . . .  
providing the intervention and certainly be11eficial to the patient' s  wife. 
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Having attended the workshop, one participant altered her practice to now always include a 
question about their ''safe p lace'' during initial assessments as an opportunity to learn more about 
the patient and as an opportunity to make new patients aware of her abi l i ty to now offer mind­
body co1nplimentary approaches to care: 
The one technique whe11 you talked about, the safe place; that is son1ething that I ' ve started 
to do for a number of  cl ients that I see on a regular basis for counsel l ing and i t 's  a fairly 
easy effective tool to get cl ients to see that' s  how to do it. I t ' s  also very tell ing. 
Interestingly, participants tended to use more relaxation therapy techniques during this time as 
these were perceived to be easier to implement than mi11dfulness meditation. This makes sense as 
mindfulness meditation as a holistic philosophy is 111ore broad and complicated to learn and 
incorporate into one's l i fe and work, compared with a variety of relaxation techniques and 
exercises. Additional l y  it was crucial that participants had successful, achievable results at this 
tenuous stage of implementation i f  they were to continue to delve into using new teclmiques with 
confidence . 
. Overal l ,  the participants spoke of being pleased during this ti 111eframe as implementatio11 
with patients was received positively and helped them to feel more confident. One participant 
elaborated: 
• 
I sort of took the p lunge and approached a patient yesterday and asked i f  they would l ike to 
join me in  going through one of the visualization exercises . . .  I fou11d that real ly real ly 
positive, and this patient and I j ust decided that we wi l l  continue this on a regular scl1eduled 
basis. 
Participants indicated that the workshop influenced them to feel �'more confident'' to 
implement relaxation tl1erapy and mindfulness 1neditation i11to their professional practice. One 
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participant stated that tl1eir confidence had ''gone up 70 - 80%". Participants suggested that they 
had more confidence in implementing mi11d-body interventions as their practices were validated 
by the l iterature that was shared at the workshop. Also, part icipants identified an i11creased 
confidence in using relaxation therapy techniques with their patients having had the opportunity 
to bui ld their ski l l  set through opportunities of ''doing the actual techniques" at the workshop. 
Furthermore tl1e fact that the presenter was a social worker gave so1ne participants the confidence 
that they too could successful ly attain comfort with i1npleme11tation of these tl1erapeutic 
1nodali t ies in their practice. One participant commented: 
Yes it [the workshop] has altered my confidence. I see that you are using it so successfully 
and tl1at you are a social worker and you as a social worker have taken this on and as a 
social worker can do well and that it makes a d ifference to the people and doesn t cost a 
cent, except a l itt le bit of your time. A11d I 'm tl1inking you ca11't argue witl1 any of that. I 
mean I l1ave the sa1ne training and background. I l1ave the sa1ne basic clientele. There are 
lots of d ifferent niches that people fi l l  here in the hospital and clearly we have an 
. opportunity. We have private offices. We do see people who benefit from so1ne of these 
ski l ls .  We have an opportunity to put these things into practice. 
One outl ier yet significant tl1eme emerged during the initial set of interviews by one 
participant and was later echoed in subsequent participant interviews throughout the study. It was 
reported that anticipated cal l s  by the researcher served as a catalyst towards promoting fol low­
through with implementation of ski l l s  derived from tl1e worksl1op: 
• 
I do think that in the fact you are doing this study is helpful . I can' t  speak for otl1ers but for 
me k11owing that this [ cal l ]  was scheduled, that I committed to this, was what gave me the 
extra push to make that poi11t of trying it out yesterday. 
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The Workshop Influenced Self Care. An important theme that emerged during the first 
set of interviews was that participants were searching for tools that might help them �'heal'' as a 
mechanism for enhanced self care. Interestingly the workshop seemed to ful fi l l  this need as i t  
equipped participants with the tangible ski l l s  of relaxation therapy and mindfulness 1neditation 
that they could uti l ize for wellness. Given tl1at participants were not directly asked about self care 
in the interviews, i t  i s  i11teresting to see this the1ne converge with professional practice as an 
unexpected but welcomed guest. However, given that the issue of self-care was part of the 
workshop, this is not surprising. 
Participants attributed the workshop as being influential in helping the1n to be more 
cognizant of, and subscribing to, enhanced self-care. Five participants referred to the workshop as 
being a "reminder'' about the importance of self-care and shared that the workshop was '�very 
helpful i n  terms of centering oneself' and that they could not '�care and give to others'' unless 
they tl1emselves practiced self care. The notion of taking care of self to give to others is not a new 
one but the workshop seemed to i l l uminate this concept for tl1e participants as it can be easi ly 
overlooked amidst workplace de1nands and excessive caseloads. In essence the workshop may 
have bee11 perceived as a "wake up call" for some participants at a crossroads. One participant 
described the workshop as being the impetus for "treating herself more kindly than she would 
normal ly have." This same participant admitted that she fel t  quite vulnerable  at the time of the 
workshop and acknowledged that the workshop was timely in helping to promote positive change 
i11 her l i fe: ' � I  would honestly say that and i t  was just happenstance that when I was at the 
workshop, I was at a l i ttle bit of a personal crisis point, burnout, and this has helped me walk my 
way back.'' 
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Six participants were at tl1e height of practicing rnany ski l l s  and concepts derived from the 
workshop without delay to improve self-care during tl1is tirne. While participants were quick to 
grasp relaxation techniques for usage with patients they were rnore prone to use a mix of 
1nindfulness meditation and relaxation techniques to improve sel f care. One participant 
acknowledged " ' I  do have a very heavy workload a11d very stressful projects on the go right now 
and I have been real l y  been relying on these techniques a lot to get myself through the day." One 
participant positively i l lustrated how ski l l s  derived from the workshop helped them to ''feel less 
reactive and more in control' : 
Yes, i t ' s  been a very posit ive thing. I don � t  get so strung up or at least not so quickly and 
wl1en I get to that place, I call i t  you know, spinney brain. I just l iteral ly sit down and breath 
and then I wi l l  give 1nysel f  a time out and go and sit and give myself one of the 1 5  minute 
mindfulness 1neditations and then I can go back to it cal1ner and feeling a bit more 
energized and a bit 1nore hopeful .  
Four participants sl1ared that the acquirement of relaxation tl1erapy and mindfulness 
meditation ski l l s  had impacted their productivity al lowing the1n to step back and prioritize tasks 
to be ''better able to provide for the cl ients'' and '"better to manage workload and stress and 
therefore subsequently to be able  to manage n1ood." One participant highl ighted this: 
• 
We can be pul l ed in  a dozen different directions you know and be needed in five different 
places at once and so that i t ' s  a way of taking even five minutes to shut the door to bring 
myself back to a place to be able to sort out this is the priority. 
Six participa11ts highlighted that they had specifically implemented mindfulness meditation 
to acquire more awareness of the breath and tl1e moment and in doing so this helped to settle 
them and help them to "feel grounded.' Mindfulness was employed by participants formally 
• 
• 
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througl1 sitting meditation to quiet the mind a11d ta111e instinctual reactions. Body scan, which is 
associated with 111 indfulness meditation practice, was used by one participant to assist with s leep 
inducement: 
I 've been doing this [mindfulness meditation] every night before I go to bed trying to do 1 0 
to 1 5  mi11utes, but i f  I find myself  lying in bed doing either tl1e breathing and visualizing its 
going to my feet and tlrrough 111y body. Or I do the tense my 1nuscles and relax and work 
111y way through tl1at way and so I 've been getting much better sleep, certainly able to fal l  
asleep much better. 
Another participant shared that mindfulness meditation tecl1niques assisted with non-
j udgement awareness and acceptance thoughts and emotions as they arise to ··ful ly  experience l i fe 
the good, the bad, the ugly.'' Mindfulness promotes the co11cept of facing fear and difficult 
e1notions as they arise so that we can work with fear witl1 more clarity and typical scripted 
reactivity (Santorel l i ,  1 999). 
Additional ly one participant used progressive 111uscle  relaxation for sleep and two 
participants used safe place visualization to calm and reduce anxiety from the workday. Set one 
of the interviews revealed tl1at self care was a hidden gem that emerged as a secondary benefit to 
attending the workshop. 
Participants Believed l"hat Their Scope of Practice should be expanded to include 
Both Therapeutic Modalities. Six participants reflected about how they might ··expand a little'' 
and ��take a few more risks'' in implementing relaxation therapy a11d mi11dful11ess meditation into 
their professional practice. One participant was very clear that she hoped to ··challenge herself' to 
include these new ski l ls  into her professional practice ratl1er than forfeiting them as simply 
unutil ized ·�professional development hours.'' One participant su111marized that acquired ski l ls  
I 
• 
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from the workshop were ''perfect ly suited to the work that we do in nephrology social work 
practice. ' Tl1is makes sense as much of the work of nephrology social work is to help patients 
and fa1ni lies to adapt to l i fe with chroni c  i l lness and the rigors of dial ysis. Relaxation therapy and 
mindfulness meditation can help persons affected with CKD to manage fear, pain, conflict, loss, 
depression and anxiety. 
Five participants bel ieved that by incorporating relaxation therapy and mindfulness 
meditation into their professional practice that it would enhance their discipline' s reputation and 
j ustify their credibil ity as being able  to offer specialized service that would be outco1ne driven 
within their organizations. They hoped that successful i11tegration of these ski l l s  in professional 
practice would demonstrate that they could do more therapeutic interventions rather than solely 
ha11ds-on task-oriented resource counsell ing. So1ne participants used words like ''showcase," 
''speciality'' and '"niche' to i l lustrate the benefits of integrating these techniques derived from the 
workshop into tl1eir practices. The introduction of mindfulness meditation and relaxation therapy 
was viewed by three participants as a ''golden opportunity'' to enhance the ''professional identity'' 
of nephrology social work ��showcasing'' that they offered specialized therapeutic services tl1at 
made them valuable. One social nephrology worker stated '"it just can' t  l1elp to expa11d people's 
understanding of our role''. Another participant declared that this was '�sometl1ing that tl1ey could 
do'' and ''wanted to try to do given the current cl imate in health care'' and the constant ''need to 
demonstrate and articulate skil ls ." 
One participant had uti l ized several complementary therapies for self-care but had not 
co11sidered the1n as c l inical interventions with nephrology patients u11til attending the workshop. 
This participant typical ly outsourced for therapeutic  services and was pleased to be able to offer 
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relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation to patients under the social work umbrella of  
service. As  she explained: 
I general ly outsource. Put in a referral for this. How can I help you get in  touch with that? 
But to give me a tool that I could do with our cl ients right the11 and there. And i t  never 
occurred to me and i t  was j ust something practical that our chronic disease patients would 
absolutely benefit from. I t  was exciting! 
W11en tl1e participants spoke to the expansion of their current scope of practice to include 
these mind-body modali ties they also spoke of the need to acquire support from tl1eir supervisors 
as well as their team as a necessary pre-requisite for the successful launch of these techniques 
into their practices. One participant shared: 
After a l itt le bit  of researcl1 we discovered that in fact there is  a space and now the next step 
is to how to best approach the managers to make use of tl1at. And so as I talked with my 
unit manager j ust to explore this with him. He was very interested when I talked about how 
this could be uti l ized to address needle phobia. 
Ano-ther part icipant stated: 
After I came back from our conference I was real ly excited and I emailed my supervisor 
and asked i f  I could buy a CD, and i f  we could get our hands on a CD player with speakers 
that I could have with me . . .  my supervisor said that was great. She irn1nediately said yes. 
I t  became c lear that participants felt that ski l l s  derived from the workshop should be expanded 
into their professional scope of practice for both patie11t and nephrology social work benefit .  
• 
There Were Obstacles to Implementation. During the first set of participant interviews, 
the participants indicated that the major obstacles to their imple1nenting relaxation therapy and 
mindfulness meditation in their practices were: (a)  lack of privacy, (b) a lack of time due to heavy 
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workload, ( c )  poor proximity to patients , ( d )  a lack of proper seating for patients, and ( e) a lack 
of quiet space. It ca1ne as a surprise to me because it is unl ike my own experience that most of the 
study participants had offices that were shared and located away from tl1e dialysis units '�not 
physica l ly located even in the same building as the bulk of the area where we work.'' A 
participant described their work environment i11 the fol lowing manner: 
I think i f  i t  was something that we did in the unit but that would be very difficult because 
everybodys in one room and they're very close together and noisy and there's people 
walking around . . .  in the actual unit would be difficult because of the distractions and 
because of  everyone wandering around and no separate room in these two units. The other 
unit i s  even is even more squashed . . .  people are facing other people and so that' s  the 
difficulty. I share an office and the space of  this office is something that is an issue cause 
i t ·  s a tiny office. So there are usual ly two of us in here . . .  It ca11 be real ly difficult. 
These problems with space made i t  more difficult to encourage cl ients to access the nephrology 
social worker( s) .  One participant stated: 
- There's nowhere I can take patients. I t 's  a problem not just with this type of work but 
with . . .  a l l  work. The problem is finding a proper space . . .  They're working on it . . .  getting a 
new unit. I thi11k i t ' s  going to take years before i t 's  actual ly to fruition. 
One participant elaborated that '· I t ' s  a very very busy service and you are often running 
from one thing to the next'' and that '�actual ly l1aving one-on-one ti1ne in which I feel that I can 
slow down enough to try to slow somebody else down is probably a challenge". Another 
participant complained '� i t ' s  l1ard to find the time and fit it al l  in ' even though there was an 
interest. One participant elaborated ''I often feel l ike I am j ust running and putting out fires al l  the 
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time. I 'm l1aving a hard t ime finding time in 1ny day to move beyond real ly crisis intervention 
a11d moving more towards therapeutic interventions.n 
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Interestingly, eve11 thougl1 ident ified obstacles hindered full-fledged participant 
imple1nentatio11 of relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditatio11 into professional practice al l 
eigl1t participants hoped for eventual sean1 less integration that they believed would l1eighten the 
profi le within their settings. Tl1ey sought to i1nple1nent these therapeutic modalit ies strategical l y  
and purposeful ly .  Additional l y  two participa11ts anticipated nephrology unit renovations might 
al l eviate space and privacy issues in order to faci l i tate 1nore successful opportunities to 
incorporate these modal ities into their practice. 111 summary, even with obstacles there was 
optimis1n that improvement in physical layout a11d workload would al low for the implementation 
of  ski l l s  deri\-ed from tl1e vvorkshop. Managerial support was favourable and at no time an 
obstacle. 
The Second Interviews 
The second set of  interviews occu1Ted between November 28 and Dece1nber 5 ,  20 1 1 .  Tl1is 
was approximately two mo11ths after tl1e one-day workshop 011 October 1 ,  20 1 1 .  Initially, 24 
important ideas emerged in the first level coding of  tl1e a11alysis but as tl1e analysis progressed the 
data was grouped into seven categories based on similarities and d ifferences and subsequently 
named. Fol lowing this second level coding was completed and fro1n that three themes emerged: 
( 1 )  confidence was perceived to have increased regarding the implementation of newly learned 
techniques, ( 2 )  self-care continued to be important, and ( 3 )  there continued to be obstacles to 
implementation. Noteworthy cha11ges fro1n the first set of interviews included more confidence 
with implementation of therapeutic  practices with patients but reduced prioritization for self care 
by participants. 
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Confidence was Perceived to Have Increased Regarding the Implementation of Newly 
Learned Techniques. With the passing of two 1nonths since the workshop, participants said that 
tl1ey demonstrated more use, more confide11ce and more risk in i1nplementing relaxatio11 therapy 
teclmiques with patients. Seven participants suggested that the workshop was influential in their 
professional practice and four participants felt that the impact of the workshop had ··made a huge 
difference., that would be long-lasting tl1roughout their careers. Of these four, one participant 
summarized ·'I tl1ink it was a fa11tastic workshop and I think it will always be in my practice ...  I 
will always think of i t  and try to integrate it in my practice now''. 
Additionally participants indicated that the workshop had ''absolutely made an i1npression" 
influential to using these tl1erapeutic approaches with patients. Participants said that they were 
optimistic about gaining proficiency with new ski l ls a1 1d they attributed tl1is confide11ce directly 
to the calibre of the workshop and the leami11g methods utilized. The workshop was a blend of 
theory, a review of the evidence supporting tl1e use of relaxation therapy and mindfulness 
meditation in nepl1rology practice, a11d an opportunity to observe and practice all techniques. 
Although tl1ree participants had not progressed in terms of i111plementation of 11ew ski l ls to their 
cli11ical setting they acknowledged that ··the workshop and then the study l1ad gi\ren them the 
impetus'' to continue to strive to incorporate relaxation tl1erapy and mindfulness meditation into 
their future professional practice. This feeling of being �-on the bottom wrung'' with 
implementation was attributed to heavy workload and inabi l i ty to recruit interested patients. One 
participant stated that the workshop �'really demystified'' (relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness 
meditation) making it more achievable a11d less intimidating for use with patients. Another 
participant suggested that the workshop had 1nade a �-difference in their practice'' in tl1e way that 
-
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they would now "approach things'' confident tl1at she could illicit a safe place anchoring for all 
nephrology patients. 
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Heightened confidence through implementatio11 of relaxation therapy and mindfulness 
meditation contributed to a drive to broaden the nephrology social work scope of practice to 
include these therapeutic modalities. One participant spoke of satisfaction witl1 the attainment of 
relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation as they now felt capable of offering a service to 
patients tl1at ''previously involved a psychologist". Participants continued to feel empowered by 
having tangible therapeutic techniques tl1at they felt gave them l1eightened job satisfaction, 
credibility and respect within their organizations. One participant reflected: 
I think it's a great idea that you do it and I see it as something that social workers can do 
and I like tl1e fact that it doesn't cost any extra money and it doesn't cost the system cause 
the syste1n here is strapped . . .  So anything that can enhance is definitely worth being 
considered. 
Three study participants were relatively new to their role in 11ephrology (less than 1 Yi 
years) essentially carving out the domains of their position yet still confident to be incorporating 
both of these treatment modalities as part of their professional role. One participant remained 
very confident while frantically scouting out patients who might be receptive to utilizing newly 
acquired skills from the workshop. This participant was new to the job of nephrology worker still 
trying to solidify l1er new role on the team and within the renal corn1nunity. In her situation she 
faced traditional, conservative, small town ideology that she was keen to challenge by 
implementing relaxation therapy and mindful11ess meditation mai11ly due to her belief that these 
treatme11t modalities could make a difference. This participant carried this the1ne from the first set 
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of interviews and introspectively gave it more attention during this set of interviews as being an 
obstacle. 
Confidence continued to be direct l y  tied to interdiscipl inary team involvement, team buy-in 
and support. I t  was impo1iant for four participa11ts to feel that they had the support from their 
1nanager to implement new therapeutic skil ls .  One participant stated: 
I have sent out an email to tl1e nursing supervisor of al l of our four dialysis units, j ust kind 
of reminding them that I do offer tl1 i s  service so . . .  and made the staff aware that is 
something I a1n avai lable to do with patients. 
One participa11t fel t  confident to look to the future with the hopes of being able to share ski l l s  
from the workshop eventual ly with staff for enl1anced self care. None of  the participants fel t  
confident enough yet to offer services direct l y  to team rne1nbers in tl1is capacity. Participants may 
have fel t  that the tea1n might be crit ical, possibly undermining their confidence a11d progress. 
F ive participants said they co11tinued to be eager to imple1nent relaxatio11 therapy and 
111indfulness meditation into their professional practice and continued to feel that the ski l l s  
derived from the workshop were �'valuable" and '·wortl1while'' .  A participant expounded ''I think 
i t ' s  not j ust a fri l l ;  i t ' s  sometl1ing that we sl1ould be able to incorporate in our practice that wi l l  
definitely be11efit us as well as some of  our patie11ts or family members." 
This set of  participant interviews confi rmed that study participants were more confident in 
usi11g many relaxation therapy techniques with patients and the feedback from patients was 
positive ( no one reported '·negative'' experie11ces ). Specific techniques implerne11ted by 
nephro logy social workers included progressive muscle relaxation, diaphragmatic breathing and 
safe p lace visual ization. One participant reported that they now incorporated safe place 
visual ization in their initial assessme11ts with new patients: 
rnrnJPJIII 
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I 've incorporated safe place visual ization into almost al l of 1ny assessments . . .  i ts just part of 
the assessment as opposed to co1ning to see someone because they' re in crisis or seeing 
someone for counsel l ing . . .  when tl1ey come back and perhaps they are having more 
difficulty we can talk about remember we talked about and this is what you told me. Let 's  
see if  we can work witl1 that. And so i t 's  already something it's l ike planting that seed. 
Once again pa1ticipants worked with patients a11d family 1nembers individual ly primari l y  
favouring relaxation techniques over mindfulness meditation. One participant shared, ' ' I  used the 
relaxation metl1ods more so than the mi11dfulness because I felt that it was easier to talk the 
person through it whereas I wasn't so confident about the mindfulness and how to actual ly  do 
that.'' This theme prevailed throughout the entire study. 
Two study participants hoped to uti l ize a group format in the future but made it c lear that 
they had no urgency in doing this. Participants continued to acknowledge a certain awkwardness 
in i t  in terms of appl ication. Six participants recognised that the ski l l s  would only be refined with 
regular usage. They saw themselves as novices possessing a "general level of comfort and ease'' 
in implementing relaxation therapy and mindful11ess meditation a11d reiterated that -�practice -
practice - practice" was necessary for continued ski l l  development and in1proved confidence. 
One participa11t stated: 
• 
So I see this as a great tool .  I t 's  inexpensive. I have the CD sitting on my desk, I have your 
stuff in my fil ing cabinet . . . . a l l  of your print outs. So it 's a service that I can provide. 
Myself, I am feel ing perl1aps a l ittle more 11ervous as time goes by. I haven' t  practiced it  
because I think its sti l l  getting over that initial ti1ne or two, to kind of get i11to . . .  to feel more 
comfortable in 1nyself with it. 
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Two study participants were very successful in implementing relaxation therapy techniques 
specifical ly for needle phobia or dialysis access problems and access shunt revision and this 
bolstered tl1eir confidence: 
I t  so happened that this young fel low had shared with me he fel t  very anxious about an 
upcoming l ine change. And so I l1ad a session with him and we kind of explored a number 
of  d ifferent things together and in addition to that I offered him the opportunity to meet 
together the day before for a relaxation session. And he accepted that, and we met together 
on Monday - he had his l ine changed on Tuesday. 
Two study participants felt  confident enough to pursue more appropriate seating to 
accommodate patients for relaxation therapy sessions in their offices. Although tl1is is not a direct 
application of  relaxation therapy or mindfulness meditation i t  does suggest that the workshop 
1notivated these part icipants to make logistical cl1anges that they perceived would allow the1n to 
practice techniques in a more conducive environment: 
I actual ly  have a recliner i11 my office now. It j ust so happened that the unit got al l  new 
- chairs and so they were disposing of the old recli11ers. And so I j ust happened to be going 
by in the hal lway when they were getting rid of them and asked i f  indeed I could have one. 
And I actual ly got one too . . .  i t 's  kind of great to think that I now have more of a better set 
up. 
Two participant '�camps'' seemed to emerge in the discussions. One group of  pa1iicipants felt  
good with forging ahead while the other group seemed to be much more tentative and cautious. 
The latter represented those participants who were struggling more with role ambiguity a11d 
unmanageable caseloads. These latter factors may have influenced their confidence in integrating 
mind-body techniques into the practices. 
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Once again I did 11ot expect participants to discuss how the i11terview calls from the 
researcher proved to be helpful.  However, four participants described the interviews as an 
opportunity for e11courage1nent and ' accountabi l ity'' and this subsequently increased their 
confidence. Study participa11ts said tl1ey began to anticipate ' check ins'' fro1n tl1e researcher and 
prepared for the upco1ning cal ls .  I f  they had not practiced a technique and knew that a11 interview 
call was upco1ning, this seemed to motivate tl1em to apply techniques i11 an effort to be prepared 
to talk about therapeutic in1ple1ne11tation. This was self-i 1nposed by the participant. One 
participant sum111arized: 
I real ly feel l ike i f  it wasn' t for the workshop I wouldn't have done tl1is . . .  i t 's possible that 
i f  I wasn' t  part of this study I wouldn't have done it to tel l you the truth. As 111uch as I truly 
did feel inspired to do it fro111 the workshop, being part of this study 11as bee11 a helpful 
means of bei11g accountable to tl1at. 
In ge11eral, confidence increased for most of the participa11ts and eve11 i f  i1nple1ne11tation 
was l imited a l l  of the participants pla11ned to conti11ue to strive for integratio11 into their practices. 
Self Care Continued to be I mportant. Seve11 participants indicated a11 increa ed use of 
relaxation therapy and mindfulness 1neditation practices for their own self care during this second 
round of  interviews, direct ly attributed to tl1e workshop. They indicated the use of primari ly 
relaxation techniques to assist with "·u11winding, de-stressing, sleeping and simply being kinder to 
self.' ' One participant stated that the techniques derived from the workshop helped the1n to 
''"forget about wl1at ' s  happened for the day and take ti1ne for self'. A11other participant stated that 
tl1ey had ''"used i t  more ofte11 for sel f than witl1 cl ie11ts . . .  to bring 1ny a11xiety level dow11' . One 
participa11t spoke about being less reactive fol lowing the worksl1op wl1icl1 is co11sistcnt with the 
l iterature ( Bel l  , 2009) .  She declared: ,�so we 're a l l  stressing out and I could 11ear 1nyself, tel l i 11g 
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myself as l 'm talking to this person ��oK just cal1n, breathe, you know this is doable - we can 
manage together". One participant explained that she had �'used it more often for self care than 
with cl ients'' due to heightened ''anxiety" associated with recent increased job responsibi l ity a11d 
workload. 
Four participants used breatl1ing techniques for self care to assist with sleep inducement 
and to help to ' slow down.' One participant spoke about employing relaxation therapy and 
mindfulness meditation as a means of managing stress and for recuperation: 
I am st i l l  using al l  of tl1e d ifferent techniques that we went over in October. Actual l y  I j ust 
downloaded a few guided meditations on my i Pod and was actual ly l istening to one l ast 
nigl1t because I was having difficulty sl1utting my brain off . . .  it ' s been a fairly intense few 
months for me . . .  things have been real ly real ly  busy and stressful at work so I find I am 
going to that [meditation] as a way of managing my stress level but then also kind of one 
step beyond that to try and relax a11d rest so that I can recuperate. So I am finding it very 
effective and I have found i t 's  influenced my dai ly practice because i t 's infl uencing my 
wel lbeing and my abi l i ty to manage my stress and to get tl1ings done. 
Another part icipant shared that deep breatl1ing was the most salient technique that l1elped her to 
cal1n down a1nidst l1er many demanding roles personal ly  and professio11ally: 
• 
The stomach breathing probably stuck with me the most . . .  I have a young child, I work and 
I 'm also in my 1nasters program. Coining home to find time to quickly get on the computer 
so I can quickly do a paper. So i t ' s  a j uggling act as well a11d so that 's  j ust something I 
, 
think, j ust being cognizant to slow down and its something that I 'm aware of a11d to make a 
bit more of a conscience effort. I know I have been lying in bed a few tin1es saying you do 
this and you do this and you do that and just not being able to kind of shut off my own brain 
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someti1nes. But j ust being able to focus 011 my breathi11g and real ly purposeful ly breath 
fro1n my stomacl1 and not 1ny upper chest l1as probably been what has stuck with me the 
1nost, because its practical, its si1nple, it slows you down. 
Tl1ere was a shift i 11 the second series of interviews whereby participants said that they had 
implemented relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness meditatio11 more frequently i11 the first month 
immediately fol lowing the workshop for self care but were unable to always fi11d the time to 
continue usi11g tl1ese techniques witl1 time passage. One participant stated that it was 4 'probably 
something tl1at they needed to do again.'" One participant ad1nitted : 
I haven · t do11e that for weeks because it has j ust been crazy here. Its nuts, so no I haven � t  
real ly been able  to and of  course I go l1ome and I l1ave the l1ouse to manage and people to 
feed and other things to do in my l i fe. So I can honestly say that since I spoke to you last I 
haven' t l1ad a whole lot of relaxation ti1ne l1ere or there 
Four participants echoed the tl1eme tl1at they 1nust prioritize ·"taking tl1e time, finding the 
time, making the ti 1ne, and guarding the ti1ne·· to i1nplen1ent relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness 
meditation for their own self care. Another participant spoke of it feel i 11g l ike a "'l uxury" to take 
time for self and described j ust how d ifficult tl1is could be: 
I have tried a couple of times a11d I real ly  l ike the effect when I do i t .  To sit with 1ny eyes 
partial ly closed and j ust sit for 1 5  minutes and try the mindfulness meditation. But that's 
not my first go to thing because it sti l l  feels l ike too 1nuch of a luxury actual ly because I can 
talk myself out of i t  before I eve11 sit down. 
One participant used guided i1nagery and autoge11ics with a cl1 i ld and tl1ree participants 
were contemplating usage of walking meditation and 111 indfulness 1neditation with spouses and 
friends. One participant shared ... My l1usband · s been going tl1rough a stressful time at work and 
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i t ' s  affected his s leep so I am encouraging him to do some of those things. ' Another participant 
had acquired tl1e endeari11g nickname ''spiritual guru' from a friend whom she l1ad spoken to 
regardi11g use of mindfulness meditation to help with personal care. One participant was going to 
introduce a friend just diagnosed with cancer to mindfulness walking to help them cope. I t  is 
noteworthy that participants fel t  confident in and trusted these new techniques and were wil l ing 
to reco1nmend tl1em to significa11t others. I t  might be argued that fostering wel lness in fami ly and 
friends indirectl y  positively affects study participa11ts in keeping with systems tl1eory. Systems 
theory dictates that one change in part of a system has direct implications to the remaining parts 
(Turner, 1 978 ) .  
I t  was very tel l ing that participa11ts gravitated toward mindfulness meditation practices 
particularly appreciative of the ��not judging'' aspect of i t  pertaining to sel f care. Participants 
practiced mindfulness meditation informally (walking the dogs, walking to work, eating, etc . )  
rather than fonnal l y  by sitting meditation. Once again this n1akes sense given tl1e busy schedules 
of participants and tl1eir 11eed to be creative to incorporate ski l l s  into their dai ly l ives. One 
participant described mindful eating: 
Last night when I was eating supper, I made a cl1icken dinner, and I made potatoes and 
broccoli and made the special sauce and a wolfing it down and I was l ike okay, and I j ust 
tried to slow i t  down and enjoy and be more cognizant and enjoy. 
A11other participant spoke of the chal l enge of attempting to do mindfulness meditation formally 
and the eventual transition to informal practice . 
• 
After tl1e first month I was kind of pushing mysel f that I wanted to be 1nore consistent or 
rigorous with doing this every day and in my 1nind that was sitting down for the 1 5  minutes 
- you know ' · I am meditating now.'' And I think over tl1e past 1nonth I ' ve become much 
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111l1rc a,, arc l)f 110\\ I dra,, () 11 tl1is tl1rougl1out tl1e day, but 1t cl<.)es11 ' t  r1cccssar1 ly l1ave to be 
tl1at --et aside dcl 1 l1erate t1 111c tl1at I ca11 use tl1 1s  tl1r<.1ugl1out. 
elf care co11t1 11ucd tc) be para111our1t to 111ost pa1iicipa11ts. 
Continued Obstacles to I n1plementation. Tl1ree pa1i 1cipa11ts cited unruly workload, three 
partic1pa11t� s11okc to J1C)Or or i 11adequatc 11acc, a11d tl1rcc pa11 1c i 11a11ts attributed lack c)f privacy a5 
ob--tacles tl1at pr0I11b 1 ted (_)11t 1 1nal 1 111plc111c11tat 1<.)11 of rclaxat1c)r1 tl1crapy a11d 1n 1 11dfuI 11ess 
1ned1 tat1011 1 11to tl1c1r profe 1011al practice - tl1c oh�tacle� \\ ere st1 1 1 focused C)I1 pl1y<;1cal barner5 
and \\ ork load 111atter"i. 1 11 add1t 10 11 to 11epl1rology oc1 al \\Ork practice. �01ne pa11 1c 1pa11t� sl1arecl 
tl1at tl1e) \\ ere cx11ectecl to pro, 1dc �oc1al \\ ork C<.) \  erngc tc) otl1cr 11art� <.1f their l1oc.;p1tals. Tl1e \ad 
realit1 1s tl1at part 1c111a11t\ 111a1 l1n, c �ol 1d  1 11tc11t1c) r1� C)f 111111lc111c11t 1 11g 111 1 11cl-body 1 r1tcr\ e11tio11<; 1n 
tl1e1 r \\ ork but tl1ey are co11� ta11t l; J uggl 1 11g n11d pr1<.1rit 1 1 1 11g J u\t to kee11 at1 oat. Lt ke\\ 1 sc tl1c 
pr1ont1 e of tl1e l1o"pital tl1at cn1plC);S 11a 11 1c 1pa11t..., 1na1 he \ Cf) d 1 ffcre11t fr(1 111 \\ l1at part 1c1pa11ts 
perce1 \ ed a5 be1 11g i 1nporta11t \\'()rk \\ 1 tl1 11at 1e11t" For 1 11 ta11cc, tl1e 111a11clatc for 111ar1y l1()Sp1tal " 1..., 
to pro\ 1de 111ed1 cal treat111cnt a..., effi c1 c11t l) a }JCJ\"it b 1 c \\ 1 tl1 a g()al tc) c.1 u1 ckl y c.l 1 ...,cl1argc pat1 e11t"i, 
\\
1hicl1 ca11 11cgatc tl1c 1 1np<.)tin11ce <.1f l1o l 1'-it 1 c care. 011c 111igl1t argue tl1at tl1c 1 r<.111y I1c1\\ C\ er 1 � tl1at 
taking t1111e to i 111ple1ne11 t  relaxatic.)11 tl1era1)Y a11cl 111 1 11dfult1c�� 111cd1tatic)11 1 11 t l1c1r re 11cct1\ c \\ ork 
setting� 1na y co11tr1 bute 1 11 tl1c 1 C)t1g tc11n to better C()p1 11g. l C\� I1c)<;p1 tal 1/at 1<.)n a11c..l 111orc fa\ (1urab 1 c 
pat1 e11t outco1ne . For tl1e pat1 1c1pa11ts better self care by ut 1 l 1/ 1 11g reluxatio11 tl1crn11y c1r 
111indfulnes<:, practice� 111ay opt1 111 1/e 1 11s 1gl1t, c larity a11d Job fulfi l l 111c11 t .  fl1e fol io\\ 1 11g 1 11tcf\ tC\\ 
excerpt fro1n <,ct t\VO i l l u5tratcs tl1c real i ty c)f 11cpl1rolc)gy �(1c 1al \\ orkers be1 11g �trctchc<l tc) tl1c 
l imit :  
I would say sl  o \\ 1 y I a1n do1 11g n1orc ( sel f care) tl1a11 I \v a '-I do1 r1g. But you k 11<.)\\ tl1at ca11 
depend 011 ,�/}1icl1 \veek. '"fhis \.vceki., a bit t)f a 111ad week ft)r 111c. hccau c 1 · 111 Cl)\ cri11g. 1 · 111 
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doing coverage on a rehab ward, so l ,m in dialysis, then upstairs doing rehab and discharge 
planning, so its not a good week tl1is week but when I 'm j ust doing my renal work its much 
easier to incorporate. I 'm only part t ime in renal so I pick up different shifts from people 
who are on holidays. I t ' s  a l l  inpatient work while the dialysis unit is outpatient. 
Some participants also spoke of the real ity of having assumed additional job responsibi l it ies 
that negated their opportunity to implement ski l l s  acquired from the one-day workshop. One 
participant sum1narized: 
I think i t  ( relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation) has 1nade a difference because I 
do know tl1at i t  works and I do aspire to use i t  more in my l i fe and to use it with patients 
and fa1ni ly members. I 'm  thinking that wl1en we get over the learning curve a11d dealing 
with the extra patients we l1ave and whe11 tl1ings settle down a l ittle bit, if  hopeful ly they do, 
tl1en 1 � 1 1  be able to kind of focus on other ways of doing things a l i ttle bit 1nore - it 's just as 
i t  i s  now things have bee11 a litt le too crazy lately. 
Two participants co11veyed cautious opti1nism that anticipated new nephrology space 1night 
provide more opportunity to put into practice 1nany ski l l s  derived from the one-day workshop. 
They spoke about tl1is providing them opportunity for more privacy, quiet space and presence 
right on the units. 
Obstacles are poignantly summarized by one participant who stated "my office looked l ike 
some sort of tornado went through�' and the office was not �'conducive to even thinking about 
relaxing.'' Even given this typical scenario this participant stated that they had ��every inte11tion of 
getting there" with increased implementation as they bel ieved in the merits of offering relaxation 
therapy and mi11dfulness meditation to patients and famil ies l1aving been direct ly influe11ced by 
the workshop. 
• 
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Set Three of the lntervietvs 
The third set of interviews occun·ed between December 29,  20 1 1 ,  and January 1 3 , 20 1 2 . 
This was approximately t l1ree months after the October 1 ,  2 0 1 1 workshop. This last set of 
interviews was conducted over a larger span of time due to the Christmas holiday season and 
several participants taking vacation time and not being easi l y  available. Once again only one 
participant chose to conduct tl1is interview uti l izing Skype technology whi le the remaining 
participants choose telephone as the method of interview. Initial l y, 1 7  categories emerged in the 
first level codi11g of the analysis but as the a11alysis progressed the data was grouped into seven 
categories based on similarities and d ifferences and subsequently na1ned. Following this second 
level codi11g  was completed and fro1n tl1at three tl1emes emerged: ( 1 )  participants fel t  that the 
one-day workshop had significa11tly influenced practice and planned to continue to use these 
therapeutic modal it ies in future practice, ( 2 )  the practice of self-care conti11ued to be important 
but had decreased, and ( 3 )  there co11tinued to be obstacles l1indering implementation. While the 
second set of interviews i l lustrated growth with implementation of the techniques, this levelled 
off in this third set of  interviews. 
Participants felt that the One-day Workshop had significantly Influenced Practice and 
Planned to Continue to use These Therapeutic Modalities in Future Practice. In general, 
participants expressed much gratefulness for the workshop experience as a whole and spoke 
about it as being -�beneficial and meaningful'' and appreciated it as being both ··personal ly helpful 
a11d professional ly helpful." One participant shared .. �it wi l l  always be influencing me." Another 
participant reported: 
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I fou11d it \'ery l1elpful i11 t l1e 1no111cnt wl1e11 you were doi11g tl1e workshop, you know in 
tenn of experie 11ci11g tl1e different types of relaxation, that was be11eficial, and now being 
able to apply it i11 very co11crete ways wl1c11 people are experienci11g l1igh levels of a11x1ety. 
Tl1ree participa11t articulated a reoccurri11g tl1eme bei11g that tl1ey found cal l s  fro111 the 
re earcl1er to be i 11tlue11t1al a far a pro1npti11g tl1e1n to '"'"keep 011 track" a11d ··offering tl1e1n 
guida11ce a11d e11courage1nent. '' 011e of tl1ese tl1ree pa1iicipa11t uggested that the cal ls had a11 
··added effect of tl1e \Vhole process·· and that they viewed this a being favourable for lcan11ng. In 
thi context cal ls fro 111 t l1e researcl1er offered a \  ital 1 1 11k bet,vee11 tl1e artific ial learning 
e11\ ironment of the co11ference setting a11d the real \\1orld tl1ereafter helping to put theory i 11to 
practice. 
At tl1 1s point of the �tudy. fi\ e part1 ci pant \Vere eager to share stories about �ucce sful 
i11ten·entio11s \\· 1 t l1 patient . Part1 c1par1t e111ployed relaxatio11 therapy tecl1111que to as�1"t pat1c11t 
\\ ith 11eigl1tened ar1x1ety, 11eedle pl1ob1a, depres 1011. cr1s1s situat ion a11cl l i fe trc �or�. 011e 
participant tated - - r t ·  a1naz111g . . .  110\.,' ea�y 1 t i to �ay 'ok well let 's  take so111e t11ne: let · �  do 
some deep breatl1 1 11g· \.\ 1tl1 people ,vl10 are anxiou a11d up�et·· 1 11 d1alys1 � sett1 11gs. Tl115 1 fu11l1er 
higl1 l igl1ted 111 the fol lowing partic1pa11t excerpt: 
So we went over a l i ttle bi t about breatl1111g from tl1e bel ly . . .  usi11g 1t at 111gl1t wl1e11 }11 s  111 1 11d 
is sp1nni 11g and he"s worried about going to d1 alys1 s . . .  i t 's  tl1e 11ecclle - 1 t " s  t11e 1 6  gage 
11eedles - I can ' t  b la1ne him - I 'd  be a11xiou - o ,ve talked a l i ttle bi t about that and you 
know a11d a fe,v 1n1nute!:> of deep breatl11 11g a11d be1 11g conscious of wl1ere tl1e breatl1 is 
coming from a11d using tl1at to slow tl1c l1ea11 rate dow11 a11d slow tl1e 111i11d d()Wn. Tl1at was 
good and so we talked about focu�ing on 011e body part, cle11ching tl1at tl1e11 relax 111g n11d to 
u5e that a5 a tool to be able to go to sleep for relaxatio11 . . .  it was positive 
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We started off with the deep breatl1ing exercises and then did the progressive muscle 
relaxation, and then we moved on to visual ization and he real ly found al l  of that very 
helpful . ' '  
Not only does this quote i l lustrate successful integration of new ski l l s  into practice but it conveys 
an appreciation that this participant was clearly able to identify specific relaxation techniques that 
were uti l ized and reasons for using the1n. Tl1is attests to the confidence of the participant and 
i l lustrates the magnitude of  influence derived from the workshop. 
A l l  participants in this set of  interviews suggested that the workshop was ''useful across the 
board" in work i 11g with the nephrology population. One participant was clear to suggest that the 
workshop ''w i l l  probabl y  be something that they wi l l  think of when working with people 
throughout their entire career as a social worker." 
A11other participant described the workshop as being '·influential" at a personal leve l :  
I was real ly in a bad place and I � ve been slowly crawling my way out of i t .  I t ' s  because I 'm 
using tl1ese techniques to manage my anxiety, to manage those physical 1nanifestations of 
al l the j unk going on in 1ny brain and real ly tryi11g to l isten to my body. I can do that best 
when I 'm using son1e of these techniques. 
Another participant stated that they ''felt a l ittle more competent'' and that acquiring ski l l s  in 
relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation gave them ''something to offer'' to their patients 
rather than the dai l y  instrumental tasks that they viewed as important but stagnant and 
professional l y  unfulfi l l ing. One participant shared that the workshop had influenced their '"'sense 
of confide11ce'' in doing ''therapy'' that they previously would have shunned away from due to 
feeli11gs of  inadequacy and low confidence. This same participant stated: 
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I would have previously had the tendency to so1i of look to otl1er disciplines . . .  maybe 
psychology, not that I didn't think social workers as a profession could offer relaxation 
therapy, but I might have been less i11clined to tl1ink that I personal l y  could .  
One participant was able  to articulate that the patient and the nephrology social worker 
simultaneously benefited wl1en relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation was implemented 
into professional practice. A l though this tl1e1ne was 011ly discussed by one study participant, i t  
carries significance as i t  addresses enhanced therapeutic presence and i l lustrates the depth that 
these modal it ies can bring to the therapeutic relationsl1ip. Once again i t  reflects what the l iterature 
suggests. The fol lowing participant excerpt begins to examine the intimacy of  such therapeutic 
encounters: 
Even while you ' re doing the exercise - the visual ization for example, its reinforcing that' s  
necessary for al l of  us, not j ust for this person and its meditative in its own right you know. 
I t 's  l ike you ' re going on the joun1ey. 
Five participants fel t  that the one-day workshop had significantly influenced practice and 
planned to continue to use these therapeutic modal ities in future practice reiterating that tl1ey 
hoped for "'total l y  unconscious�' incorporation of relaxation therapy and mindfu lness meditation 
approaches in  their practice and personal care. They expressed a desire to seamlessly employ 
these ski l l s  fro1n the workshop without purposefully feeling tl1at they were making "a conscious 
effort." They realized that this necessitated practice both personal l y  and professionally. 
Additionally several participants hoped for team engage111ent so that relaxation tl1erapy and 
1nindfulness meditation would become integrated into tl1e patient plan of care and that they would 
feel supported wi th implementation and this expanded scope of practice. 
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The Practice of Self-care Continued to be Important but had Decreased. Once again 
this tl1ird set of  interviews demonstrated that participants continued to recognize the value of  the 
workshop that '"definitely expanded knowledge about relaxation therapy and mindfulness 
meditation, and how to incorporate i t  not only in practice but in self care.' Al l  eight participants 
confirmed during this period that they were sti l l  using many of the tools derived fro1n the 
workshop for self care. Three participants indicated tl1at they were using techniques less 
frequently .  One participant equated less usage to having been off on hol idays for two weeks and 
not being highly stressed at work. The other two part icipants cited not taking the t ime as 
interfering in this process. 011e participant depicted this as fol lows: 
Well a l l  along for me it has been 1nost helpful with managing my own stress and workload 
as i t  applies to my personal well being and practice. I must ad1nit that in December I was 
spiral l ing a l i tt le bit and not using the practices as much as I know would be helpful to me. I 
got into . . .  one of  those scenarios where I fel t  l ike I was too busy to take tl1e t ime, even 
though I knew that taking tl1e t ime would help me feel 1nuch better. 
A l l  participants continued to reiterate a clearer understanding of how important self care 
was fol lowing the worksl1op and one participant described the workshop as -�a re1n1nder to getting 
back to�, self care and as an opportunity �·to try some new techniques' .  
Four participants suggested that relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation were 
effective tools that had the potential to be restorative to help nepl1rology social workers: 
• 
Since I have bee11 real ly busy, at work and I l eave feel ing completely stressed out I have 
, 
been i 11 thinking more of  how I can relax when I get home. So I 've been doi11g breathing 
techniques to help relax and doing visualization for my self care. I thi11k [the workshop] i t  
has impacted tl1at and has helped that resi l ience in tl1e fact that I have come l1ome and laid 
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down for five minutes and then feel that I can go on and I can keep going, and I can actual ly 
go to work the 11ext day and not feel stressed. 
One participant empl1atical ly stated '' i t �s  something to calm you down, something to calm your 
mind and your l1eart down when you've had a long busy day and we like to leave work at work. ' 
Anotl1er participant shared ''when I find myself getting into my manic mode - that' s  when I start 
to spin I say ·'ok, it s ti1ne to take so1ne time out and do the things you need to do to look after 
yourself.�- Al l  of these examples bri11g to l ight a fresh recognition by participants of how 
important self care is. Perhaps the workshop planted the seed for this metamorphosis to occur. 
One participa11t described how guided imagery was helpful for personal well being: 
I was using the white visualization a lot yesterday, one of the things that fel t  l ike it was 
helping my headaches. I was real ly picturing soothing the pai11 and breathing in the l igl1t 
and breathing out the pain, a11d that seemed to help quite a bit . 
One participant fel t  tl1at the workshop had been an i1npetus for establishing more bala11ce in her 
l i fe and shared where she would like to take these new ski l ls  in the future: 
( Long pensive pause) A year from 110w (pause) I would l1ope that I give 1nyself at least 1 5  
minutes a day, to do this for myself and to use whichever technique it is, but 1 5  minutes out 
of the day is not a lot and i f  I could be doing that consistently. I haven ' t  figured out yet 
what the best time for me is. I � ve tried first thing in the morning before everybody else is 
up, and I ' ve tried before bed and I haven' t  figured out whicl1 seems to work best for me, 
but I would l ike to be doing tl1at for myself, thinking that that ' s  real ly  going to help my 
overal l  practice in terms of well being and balance and managing stress. 
It is interesting to note that four pa1iicipants indicated an interest in pursuing the area of 
mindfulness meditatio11 for enhanced self care. Mindfulness meditation al lows for 011e to be 
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present witl1 oneself. It is easy to understand the11 how it n1ight be intriguing for participants to 
wish to continue with this unfoldi11g of self through mindfulness meditation to assist with self 
care. 
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There Continued to be Obstacles H indering Implementation. Given the short time 
frame of this project, it is not surprising that the participants experienced little change in the 
obstacles that were i1npeding their use of relaxation techniques and mindfulness-based methods. 
Three participants continued to discuss obstacles and once again 1nade reference to limited time, 
inadequate space, and workload demands as major hindrances. One participant shared: 
December has been a horrible n1onth ...  I haven t really over the last month actually had any 
situations where I actually practiced the relaxation or whatever witl1 the patient. It's been a 
crazy mo11th; I just unfortunately l1aven t had the ti111e, which I know is a bad excuse. 
This was echoed by anotl1er participant articulated that at ''different times of the year there are 
different pressures'� and this contributes to .. �putting relaxation therapy and mindfulness 
meditation on hold because . . .  you l1ave to quickly address the problem that is happening . .  , 
An0ther participant shared: 
It's been hectic around here, coming over Christmas. Were back at work now, all of us and 
th ings are starting to ramp up again. Beds are being filled that had been emptied prior to 
Christmas a11d prior to Christmas we were short l1anded so I'm not doing any of the extra 
stuff that I would like to do. 
Obstacles continued to be apparent but all participants sought to expand their practice and self 
care to include mind-body interventions in some capacity. 
In summary, although this final set of participant interviews substantiated the influence of 
the workshop on professional practice and self care th is was tempered by the reality of busy high-
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paced demanding environments in which nephrology social workers are immersed. The final 
chapter of this study will summarize research findings, address the strengths and limitations of 
the study, explore the implications for nephrology social work practice, and suggest possible 
directions for further research. 
' 
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Chapter 4 - Summary and Conclusion 
This study used a qual itative metl1od to explore the value of a one-day educational 
workshop on relaxation tl1erapy a11d mindfulness meditatio11 for Ca11adia11 nepl1rology social 
workers. The study was set to detennine i f" the worksl1op had a11y i11fluence on future professional 
practice and i f  o, in what ways? Tl1e worksl1op entitled A Citadel i11 Tt1rbt1!e1zt Tin1es: Relaxation 
1'1Jetlzods tlzat Foster Resilie11ce in Nep/1,�o/ogy Social TVork Practice was designed to exa1nine 
mind-body i11terventions and to understa11d tl1e purpose, function a11d application i11 the 
nephrology psycl1osocial context. The cl inical n1odalities, relaxation t11erapy and mindfulness 
meditation, are researched therapeutic i11terve11tions that provide evidence of effectivenes in a 
variety of patient populatio11s. This workshop provided a ve11ue for nephrology social workers to 
experience a variety of relaxation tl1erapy a11d mindful 11ess 111editation exercises essential for 
increased awareness and understandi11g for opti1nal application. It was hoped that this workshop 
would have provided attendees with a11 opportunity to 11etwork, exchange ideas a11d build 
confidence to include these therapeutic 111odalitie as a regular part of tl1eir cl inical forte. 
Furthermore it was l1oped that the workshop would help nephrology social workers understand 
the influence of  relaxation therapy and mi11dfulness meditation as a 1nechanism for sel f care, 
resi l ience and joy in the practice of nepl1rology social work. 
To assess the long-tem1 influence of the workshop on nepl1rology social workers, I 
developed a se1ni structured interview schedule a11d interviewed eig11t members of tl1e Canadian 
Association of Nephrology Social Workers who had co111pleted the ful l  day workshop. Three 
i11terviews with each participant were conducted over the spa11 of four montl1s fol lowing the 
conference workshop. 
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I f  the data were considered as a whole, tl1e key findings from this study suggest that the 
workshop did have an impact on professional practice, ( 2 )  tl1e workshop had an impact on self 
care, and ( 3 )  a1nid obstacles to implementation nephrology social workers wanted to expand their 
current scope of practice to i 11clude relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness meditation. 
The findings fro1n tl1is study suggest that the ski l l s  and knowledge acquired from 
participatio11 i11 the workshop l1ad a direct impact on professio11al practice of tl1e 11ephrology 
social workers in several ways. F irstly, al l  participants wl10 e11rol led in the study successful ly  
impleme11ted relaxatio11 therapy techniques and some mindful11ess meditation practices into their 
practice with nephrology patients (such as body scan), and the feedback from patients was 
consistently positive. Throughout the course of the study al l participants viewed the workshop as 
being valuable even when obstacles negated desired implementation. Relaxation therapy 
techniques seemed to be prefe1Ted by tl1e majority of participants over mindfulness meditation 
practice with patients as participants perceived relaxation therapy techniques as being easier to 
understa11d as well as to manoeuvre as 11ovice pract i t ioners eager to implement newly acquired 
skill s. Participants see1ned to favour the use of deep breathing techniques, autogenics, 
progressive muscle relaxation and safe place visual ization targeted mainly to patients with higl1 
anxiety anticipating or on hemodialysis. Additional ly participants found these therapeutic 
modalities to be very helpful for patients who suffered with an aversion to needles, a condition 
that is frequent and undesirable, and deters from enhanced quality of l i fe for persons who require 
this l i fe sustaining treatment. S01ne participa11ts did incorporate mindfulness meditation 
fundamental practices of  body scan and breat11i11g 1neditation into tl1eir work with patients but 
most participants gravitated to employing relaxation techniques due to ease, comfort and perhaps 
an unspoken need to feel tl1at their intervention was successful .  It must be considered tl1at 
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n1indfulness meditation is a more nebulous concept to grasp for participants wl10 were just 
beginning to increase confidence with provision of ski l ls  from the workshop. Many proponents of 
mindfulness meditation suggest tl1at in order to understand and teach mindfulness meditation, one 
must immerse 011eself in it through dai ly practice and l ived experience (Baer, 2006; Kabat-Zinn, 
1 990; Palmer & Parker, 1 998; Woods, 2009). In keeping with this thought, it might have been 
unreasonable to expect that participants feel comfortable enough to teacl1 key concepts of 
mindful11ess practice witl1 passion and confidence whe11 they were sti l l  novices themselves trying 
to acquire a basic understanding of  it .  Additional ly, mindfulness 1neditation necessitates 
attitudinal prerequisites that i11clude a non-j udging mind patie11ce to simply observe and be, a 
beginners mind that is open a11d wi l l ing to see everything for the first ti1ne, trust in your intuition, 
nonstriving, acceptance of  tl1ings as tl1ey actual ly are and letting go also known as nonattachment 
(Carlson & Speca,20 1 0) .  
Participants agreed to be part of this study with a specific goal of exa1nini11g the influence 
of the workshop on professional practice. Many study participa11ts 1nay have also had personal 
self imposed goals. In esse11ce one 1night argue that since tl1is study was goal driven and 
participants were expected to implement new techniques into their practice for measurable 
outcome that this is inco11gruous to the pedagogy of mindfulness meditation (Wong, 2004 ) .  
Furthermore i t  i s  easy to understand how 1nindfulness meditation could be more dau11ting for 
participants trying to feel good about their progress through perceived successful implementation. 
I t  makes sense then that within the domain of their perso11al l i fe that study participants gravitated 
to informal mindfulness meditation practice ratl1er tl1an through formal sitting practice. General ly 
participants shared that the workshop helped them to revisit the impo11ance of tl1e notio11 that i11 
order to take care of  others one must be kind to 011esel f. Participants purchased books a11d discs 
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on mindfulness meditation and indicated an eagerness to enhance their understanding of this 
modality. Participants implemented the practice of awareness to tl1e breath, mindfulness eating, 
1nindfulness walking and appreciatio11 of the mome11t into their personal self care. 
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Secondly, those participants who did engage in either relaxation therapy or mindfulness 
meditation for self care suggested that this practice was helpful in re1ninding them to slow down, 
whicl1 resulted in them being less reactive, more in control and less vulnerable to the demands of 
daily social work practice. This outcome is consistent with the literature regarding the benefits of 
mindfulness meditation (Schure Christopher, & Christopher, 2008; 0 Driscoll, 2009; Brown and 
Ryan, 2003 ; McCollum and Gehart, 20 10; Shapiro, Brown, & Biegel, 2007; May and 
O� Donovan, 2007). One study participant was at a crossroads and experiencing a personal crisis 
at the time of the workshop, having had a history of anxiety and depression. This participant 
attributed the workshop to helping them to heal. Christopher et al. (20 11 )  has also concluded that 
mindfulness training can have a long tenn positive influence on helping professionals· personal 
and professional lives. 
_ Initially following the workshop nephrology social workers implemented relaxation 
therapy and mindfulness practices as part self care, with fervour, but as time passed the ritual of 
taking care of oneself faded as seasonal caseload demands escalated. The workshop did however 
give credence to the importar1ce of self care a11d was instrumental in motivating nephrology 
social workers to reflect and commit to future self care prioritization and planned change. Two 
participants made resolutions to combat workplace demands by taking better care of themselves. 
One participant co1nmitted to setting aside 15 minutes a day for self care. Additionally several 
participants practiced relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness meditation in their personal life with 
frie11ds and fan1ily 1nembers and this see1ned to provide them with a fertile grou11d for practice, 
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co11fide11ce and ski l l  bui lding. As 11epl1rology social workers we work fro111 a systems approach to 
patient care. Tl1e application of a systems approach to self care for the nephrology social worker 
makes sense to include loved ones and wi l l  l ikely have a positive spin off benefit for the 
nephrology social worker. Pruitt a11d McCol l um ( 20 1 0) suggest that mindfulness meditation has a 
profound effect 011 the 1nediators and that has positive benefits for those close to the mediator. 
Tl1irdly, participants recognized the acquire1nent of relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness 
meditation ski l ls  as being a11 opportunity for enhanced job fulfil lment, justification of service, 
and a heigl1tened nepl1rology social work profi le within their organizations. Finger and Arnold 
(2008) suggest that for future marketabil i ty and survival social workers in health care must move 
from beyond their traditio11al rol e  to expand their scope of practice to include mind-body 
interventions. Merighi (2004) supported this study's fi 11dings that 111a11y nephrology social 
workers are not being used to their ful l  potential a11d are searching for greater fulfi lment in their 
role. Participants shared that they felt e1npowered by the i111ple1nentation of ski l l s  derived fro1n 
the worksl1op into their practice. For many this workshop sol idified their stance tl1at tl1ey could 
do more than simply instrumental tasks with patients and famil ies. Many participa11ts viewed 
relaxation tl1erapy and mindfulness meditation as bei11g well suited 4�tool s'' to social work and 
they welcomed the opportunity to i 1nplement both into practices. Gal l ant ( 2005) suggests that 
incorporation of relaxation a11d breathing exercises into practice can be beneficial to cl ients and a 
releva11t tool for social workers. Participants suggested that the acquirement and i1nplementation 
of these ski l l s  val idated tl1eir credibil ity and unique contributio11 to tl1e nephrology circle of care. 
Participants welcomed the opportunity to i1nplement relaxation therapy and mindfulness 
meditation into their practices as in their view tl1e acquirement of these ski l l s  reinforced their 
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abi l ity to do something tl1at they perceived as being therapeutic and this was both empowering 
and satisfying. 
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Al l  participants viewed relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation as being worthwl1i le 
and important enough to warrant gradual immersion into their daily work with patients and 
families. In  order to achieve this goal, participants acknowledged that they needed to practice 
these ski l l s  frequently, be patient witl1 themselves during the interim and dedicate ti1ne to using 
these mind-body interventions for self care and reflection. Some participants recognized that they 
were their biggest hindrance to i1nplementation in this regard. Finger and Arnold ( 2008) 
supported this notion that social workers have the capabi l i ty of incorporating relaxation 
tecl1niques into their frontline practice with additional trai11ing as well as a commitment to use 
relaxation tecl1niques for personal care. 
Fourthly, in nephrology social work, there were significant barriers to i1nple1nentation of 
ski l l s  derived from the one-day workshop. These i11cluded insufficient quiet and private space 
conducive for optimal implementation; lack of dedicated time due to un1nanageable workload 
demands; and lack of pl1ysical comfort due to inadequate seating and less than ideal 
enviro11mental conditions that o ften included poor proximity to patients. Participa11ts suggested 
that in order for progress to be made in offering tl1ese therapeutic modalities, obstacles needed to 
be articulated, addressed and al l eviated. Many participants were physical ly  situated away from 
their patients and this made it difficult to implement worksl1op ski l l s  into practice. 
Implementation was further chal lenged by a population of patients who must frequent 
dialysis thrice weekly  for the remainder of their l i ves or unti l  kidney transplant who are eager to 
receive treatment and leave the hospital setting. It is my experie11ce that many patients simply 
want to make tl1e dialysis treatment regime as si1nple as possible, wl1icl1 ofte11 1neans getting 
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treatment and getting home. Nephrology social workers frequentl y  struggle in trying to institute 
successful group work in their work settings due to this pattern. 
Surprisingly many participants shared office space and this was suboptimal. Several 
participa11ts spoke of having inherited more job responsibil i t ies that prohibited them from having 
adequate time required to do relaxation therapy and mi11dfulness meditation. This study took 
place prior to and during the Christmas hol iday season which usual l y  means increased 
nephrology patient crises and workload demands. It i s  easy to understand how this factor may 
have influenced implementation and possibly study results. 
Lastly, the most unexpected outcome of tl1is study was the positive impact that this 
researcher 's  cal l s  see1ned to l1ave on study participants. It became apparent that the monthly cal l s  
were not only helpful in  encouraging participants to meet personal expectations of  applying 
worksl1op knowledge and ski l ls  into practice but that these cal l s  actual ly provided an opportunity 
for consultatio11, encouragement and validation. None of the participants missed cal l s  during the 
entire study and al l participa11ts concluded that the study was both enjoyable and appreciated. 
Tl1 i s  appears to indicate tl1at regularly scheduled fol low-up after a one-day training worksl1op in 
1 relaxation and mindfulness-meditation practices may assist workshop participants to integrate 
these methods into their professional and personal l ives. Tl1e experiences described by 
participants are consistent with the l imited l iterature that generical l y  examines the influence of 
relaxation therapy and mindfulness 1neditation on professional practice and self care domains. 
j 
Study Strengths 
• 
Tl1is study had several strengths that made it  meaningful .  This study represents a valuable 
contribution to the l iterature as there is nothing previously published tl1at I am aware of that 
specifical ly  examines the influence of a one-day workshop on relaxation therapy and mindfulness 
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1neditation for nephrology social workers. Tl1 is study typifies the importance of using relaxation 
therapy and mindfulness 1neditation for optimal patie11t and nepl1rology social work functioning. 
Furthermore tl1is study suggests tl1e value of a one-day workshop with systematic fol low up for 
participants as a val id 1nechanism for l earning. Tl1is study is also helpful as i t  exe1nplifies the 
significance of self care for nephrology social workers and suggests tl1e 11eed for further scientific 
i 11quiry to exa1nine wl1y self care is  so essential for this profession in the first place. Hopefully 
this study wi l l  provide nephrology social workers with conti11ued evidence required to 
substantiate the argu1nents for furtl1er education on tl1is topic as well as garner support from 
col leagues and superiors for implementation and continued funding. In future, it would be 
interesting to study i f  training in these methods l1elps nephrology social workers to deal ,vith 
workplace stresses. 
This study l1as provided an opportunity for nepl1rology social workers to reflect about 
current personal and professional practice wl1ile strategizi11g about 11ew ways to bri11g relaxation 
therapy and mindfulness meditation to both don1ains. This study supports the notion of 
nephrology social workers fi l l ing a void in service to existing nephrology programs that 
frequently look outside of  the team for these therapeutic services. Given the prese11t funding cuts 
to health care this study 1night also assist nephrology social workers to gain fiscal support from 
their programs for continued educatio11 in this area by si1nply diverting fu11ds into nepl1rology 
social work educatio11 that otherwise migl1t l1ave been slated for purcha.se of service. Lastly it is 
hoped that this study wi l l  lay the foundation for future networking, co11sultation and col laboratio11 
for nephrology social workers who wish to refi11e skil ls i11 tl1ese 1ni11d-body interventions and 
expand scope of  practice. 
Study Limitations 
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Tl1is study l1ad several l imitations that should be considered when planning future research. 
First, the study used participants who independently decided to participate in the workshop; 
tl1erefore, a l imitation of  the study could be self-selection bias. Participants of the study were 
predo1ninately female, Caucasian, masters prepared nephrology social workers therefore there are 
l imits to the general izabil i ty of the fi11dings to individuals from other racial/ethnic/academic 
backgrounds or across genders. The study participants consisted of a cross sample of nephrology 
social workers from eastern, central and western Canada; however, three participants were from 
tl1e same geographical area and were 1ne1nbers of the conference planning com1nittee. A 
deficiency might be that they expressed many of the same experiences and ideas possibly 
skewing study results. It should be noted that the CANSW conference pla11ning co1nmittee 
members actual ly sought and invited 1ne to present on this topic so it may be argued that they 
had preconceived expectations of wl1at the workshop would deliver expecti11g that it would be 
successful in order to j ustify costs associated to the n1e1nbership to whom they are accountable. 
This also indicates their interest in  the topic wl1ich may not be shared by the broader 
membership. 
I was both presenter and researcher so it may be argued that my bias and power infl uenced 
interpretation of  results. Workshop participants might l1ave fel t  inclined to speak positively about 
the workshop and the influence of relaxation therapy a11d 1nindfulness meditation ski l l s  on their 
practice in order to please or for fear of being criticized. Furthermore I was known to so1ne of the 
study participants so professional reputation and famil iarity might l1ave subjectively influenced 
' 
the study results. Furthermore the workshop tit le A Citadel in Titrbitlerzt Tin1es: Relaxatio11 
Methods that Foster Resilience in Nephrolog;· Social Work Practice might have been suggestive 
to study participants depicting a workshop that was expected to yield resil ience and positive 
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results. It would be interesti11g to l1ave this study replicated by an i11depe11dent researcher who is 
not a nepl1rology social worker, a member of CAN SW and who has no vested interest in the 
workshop. Give11 all of these limitatio11s to the study I made stringent attempts not to influence or 
use my power to alter the direction of the study or cause any harm to participants. One last flaw 
of the study is that tl1e \Vorkshop 1nay have bee11 to overzealous to attempt to teach such a girth of 
knowledge about both relaxation therapy and 1nindful11ess meditation in one day. In hindsigl1t I 
believe that altl1ough it was my intention to teach as many of these interventions as possible that 
it would be more preferable to perhaps tackle relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation 
separately and to allow for mindfulness meditation to be taugl1t over the span of 5-7 days in order 
to allow for key concepts to be more fully understood a11d experie11ced. 
Implications for Future Research 
The themes ide11tified in this study suggest i1nplications for future research endeavors in the 
area of psychosocial 11ephrology. This study suggests that a one-day workshop on relaxation 
therapy and mindfulness meditation for nephrology social work participants l1ad a positive 
influe11ce on professio11al practice. But perhaps most salient was the theme that 1nany nepl1rology 
social workers who participated in the study attended the workshop looking for 1nodalities that 
would not only assist them as practitioners but also in search of a solutio11 to their own self care. 
Many participants attended this worksl1op in search of methods that would enha11ce self care. 
Continued qualitative inquiry migl1t examine why nephrology social workers are under such 
stress and why tl1ey have this need for knowledge about enhanced self care. This type of research 
. 
could promote nephrology social work wellness through prevention. We know tl1at nephrology 
social workers are under much stress due to unmanageable workloads, the rigors of dealing with 
patients and families who are shackled by the devastation of CKD, and the dissatisfaction witl1 
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professional role identification. We know that nephrology social workers are not utilized to their 
full capacity, being frequently called upon to do excessive paperwork, manage instrumental tasks 
and rectify conf1icts that are endless in dialysis units. A closer examination of nephrology social 
work self worth and confidence though personal refection would be a poignant area of future 
study that migl1t be helpful to the profession. Also, the findings of this study seem to indicate that 
incorporating skills in relaxation therapy 1nay help 11ephrology social workers to stake out a more 
solid professional identity within the hospital context. 
Additionally this study demonstrated that nephrology social workers had a keen interest in 
acquiring more knowledge and practice of mindfulness meditation for self care. It would be very 
interesting to have nephrology social workers complete an 8-week MBSR program and then to 
exa1nine tl1e impact of this program on professional and personal domains. Likewise future 
qualitative research examining the influence of an 8-week MBSR program directed to patie11ts 
with CKD would be rich considering that to date there is no published literature in this area. 
' 
• 
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APPENDIX A 
Laurentian Un iversity 
Un i  versi telaurentienne 
CONSENT FORM 
Study Title: Exploring a Relaxation Therapy and Mindfulness Meditation One-Day 
Workshop for Nephrology Social Workers: Does This Intervention Influence Professional 
Practice? 
Investigator: Gary Petingola, M. S.W. Student 
Supervisors:  Drs. Diana Coholic & Leigh MacEwan, School of Social Work. 
My name i s  Gary Peti ngola and I am a Graduate Student i n the School of Social Work at 
Laurentian Univers i ty.  I am exploring if a one-day educational workshop on rel axation therapy 
aiui mindfulness meditation has any impact on future professional practice. The study may be 
' helpful to you by provid ing an opportuni ty to develop further knowledge about relaxation therapy 
and mindfulness mediation. It is a l so hoped that tl1is study wi l l  contribute to incorporating 
mindfulness medi tation and relaxat ion therapy as an integral part of the overal l treatment plan for 
• 
all  persons affected by Chronic K idney Disease. 
Consent : 
Your participation in this study is strict ly vol untary. Your role in this study is to discuss your 
experiences of the one-day workshop and how it impacted your professional practice if  at al l .  I f  
you choose to you participate in this study you wi l l : 
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• participate i11 a one-hour indiv idual interview at the e11d of October, 20 1 1 ,  
• a half-hour interview at the end of November, 20 1 1 ,  
• and a half-hour interview at the end of Dece1nber, 20 1 1 .  
These three i11terviews wi l l  util ize Skype technology. Skype is a free computer appl ication which 
al lows users to make audio and video cal l s  and chat over the Internet. As with any internet usage 
Skype poses some security risks (privacy and hacking) that you may wish to famil iarize yourself 
with. I w i l l  assist you in setting up Skype if you require this assistance. I f  you prefer, we can 
arra11ge a telephone conversation . Each interview wi l l  be audio-recorded. 
The recorded interviews wi l l  be stored i11 an encrypted laptop computer that is password 
protected. I wi l l  keep al l t l1e audiotapes, a11y handwritten notes, and any other data from the 
interviews in a l ocked cab inet in the Laure11tian U 11i versity office of my supervisor, Dr. Diana 
Coholic, for a period of five years after the study is completed. At t11e end of five years al l 
written data wi l l  be destroyed by shredding and the audiotapes wi l l  be destroyed. I wi l l  delete any 
electronic data reformat my hard-drive once the study is completed. 
You have the right to withdraw from tl1e study at any time, without penalty, and the fact of your 
w ithdrawal w i l l  11ot be conveyed to anyone else. You may find it stressful to recall some aspects 
of  your experiences and you can refuse to answer any questions and/or ask to take a break. I can 
also arrange for resources if you need them. 
, 
Neither the Canadian Associat ion of Nephrology Social Workers 11or your e1nployer l1as the right 
to access any of the study data. Your identity wil l  not be revealed at any time and no opinio11s 
• 
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\\ i l l  be attributed to you. Wl1e11 t l1e study i s  completed, I vvi l l  prepare a su1n 1nary of the researcl1 
ti 11di 11gs a11d se11d it  to you. I wi l l  also i 11vite you to pa1iicipate i11 a free webi 11ar (W cb-based a 
pre e11tatio11 tl1at is trans1nitted over tl1e Web) hosted by the Ca11adian Association of N ephrology 
Social Workers, to discuss tl1c study results. As the results of tl1is study 1nay be helpful to other 
nepl1rology social \\'Orkers, I \Vould also l ike to l)rese11t tl1c researcl1 fi11di 11gs at acade1nic, 
co1111nu11ity or 11epl1rology co11fere11ces, a11d I 1nay also wa11t to publisl1 tl1e results i11 academic 
joun1al::,. I 11fonnat1011 \\1i l l  ne\ er be sl1ared i 11 ucl1 a way tl1at you could be ide11tificd. 
Tl1 1  co11se11t a l lo\\ 111e to use the i 11fon11atio11 gi, e11 by you 1 n tl1e 1 11dividual interviews for 
tl1e purpose of t l1i ::,tudy. I f  you ha\ e a11y que�tions about tl1is researcl1 I can be co11tacted 
by pl1011e at· ( 705 )-522-2200 ext . 3 1 48 or toll free at 1 -866-469-0822 ext .  3 1 48 or by e­
n1ail at gpeti 11gola(fL,l1r rl1 .011 .ca. You 1nay al c.1 co11tact 1ny re carcl1 �uper\ isors, Dr. Dia11a 
Col1olic at ( 705)  6 75- 1 1 5 1 ,  ext. 5053 .  dcol1ol1c(cL laure11tia11 .ca, <.)r Dr Leigh MacE'A a11 at 
(705) 675- 1 1 5 1 ,  e"Xt 5059, I111ace,, a11(cL laurc11t 1a11 . ca. If  you l1a, c a11y c.1ue�tions about tl1e 
etl1ics of th1� re5earcl1 �tudy, yc.1u 1nay al�o co 11tact Dr. Jea11 Dragor1 1 11 the Re carcl1 Office 
at Laurentia11 lJ 111 , er i ty at ( 705) 6 7 5- 1 1 5 1  , ext. 3 2 1 3  or at jdrago 11{fL,laure11ti a11 .ca. 
I agree to participate 1 11 t l1 is �tudy, a11d I l1a, e received a copy of tl11s Co11�e11t Fon11 .  
Participa11t '  s Sig11ature Date 
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Researcher's Signature Date 
__ I would like a copy of the summary of research findings. 
Name: 
Address: 
RELAXATION THERAPY AND MINDFULNESS -NEPHROLOGY SWERS 116 
Laurentian Un iversity 
Un i  versitelaurentienne 
Description of Service: 
D Outpatient 
D I11patient 
D Both inpatient and outpatient 
Area of expertise/special interest : 
D Pre-Renal Insufficie11t 
D In Centre Hen1odialysis 
D Hemodialysis satellite patients 
D Home Treat111ent Options 
D Transplant 
D Post Transplant 
D Chronic Disease Management Program 
Employment Status 
D Stude11t 
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D Ful l  time 
D Part t ime 
Educational Training: 
D MSW 
D BSW 
D Other 
Years in Nephrology 
Caseload Demands: 
D Under 1 00 patients 
300 patients 
Geographic Area Served: 
Personal Informatio11 : 
Age 
D 1 00 to 200 patients 
Relationship Status: DSingle DPartnered 
D 200 to 300 patients 
Previous exposure to mindfulness meditation and relaxation therapy (please describe): 
D over 
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LaurentianUniversity 
Un i\iersitelaurentienne 
__ 2 0 1 1  
Dear Diana, Shirley, Angie, Jennifer and Julie :  
As part of 1ny M.S .W.  studies at Laurentian University, I am proposing a qualitative 
research study to explore the value of a one-day educational workshop on relaxation therapy and 
1nindfulness meditation for nephrology social workers to detennine if i t  l1as an impact 011 future 
professional practice. This study wi l l  provide more knowledge to the Nephrology community 
regarding relaxation therapy and mi11dfulness mediation and it may also contribute to 
mindfulness meditation and relaxation therapy as an integral part of the overall treatment pla11 for 
all persons affected by Chronic Kidney Disease. The Laurentia11 University Research Ethics 
Board has approved this study. 
As you are aware I have been invited by the Canadian Association of Nephrology Social 
Workers (CANSW) to provide a one-day workshop to introduce relaxation therapy a11d 
mindfulness meditation ski l l s  at the upcoming annual conference on October 1 ,  2 0 1 1 ,  in Hal ifax, 
Nova Scotia. The ful l-day worksl1op entitled ''A Citadel in Turbulent Times: Relaxation Methods 
that Foster Resi l ience in  Nephrology Social Work Practice'' will examine relaxation interventions 
used in psychosocial nephrology practice. Following the workshop on October 1 ,  20 1 1 ,  I am 
hoping to recruit between five a11d ten participants, depending on interest, to participate in a one-
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l1our individual interview at the end of October, 20 1 1 , a half-hour interview at the end of 
November, 20 1 1 , and a half-l1our interview at the end of December, 20 1 1 . Recruitment will take 
place with a short discussion after the one-day workshop and I am asking your pennission to post 
a Letter of Introduction on the Canadian Association of Nephrology Social Work' s  website and 
list server in advance of the workshop. The interviews will utilize either Skype tech11ology or a 
telephone call. 
When the study has been completed, I will prepare a summary of the research findings for 
those who participate. Research participants will also be invited to participate in a free 
webinar (Web-based a presentation that is transmitted over the Web) hosted by the Canadian 
Association of Nephrology Social Workers to discuss the study results. As the results of this 
study may be helpful to other nephrology social workers, I would also like to present the research 
findings at academic, community or nephrology conferences, and I may also want to publish the 
results in academic journals. 
If you have any questions or require additional clarification, you may contact me directly. 
In the meantime I truly l1ope that you will approve this request. 
Sincerely, 
Gary Petingola, M.S.W. Student 
School of Social Work, Laurentian University 
RELAXATION THERAPY AND MINDFULNESS - NEPHROLOGY S\VERS 1 20 
Laurentian Un ive rsity 
Un iversitelaurentienne 
My name is  Gary Petingola and I am a Graduate Student in the School of Social Work 
at Laurentian University. My research relates to the upcoming one-day workshop on 
relaxation therapy and mindfulness med itation that wi l l  be held at the an11ual cl inical meeting 
, 
i 11 Hal i fax, Nova Scotia, on October 1 ,  20 1 1 .  
I am i nterested to know i f  this workshop wi l l  l1ave an impact on attendees� future 
professional practice. A lthough relaxation and mi ndfulness train ing is often l1eld in one-day 
workshops, we know l i tt le about how these workshops affect people's future pract ices, i f' at al l .  
This  l etter is an invitation to consider being part of my research.  
If  you decide to participate in thi s study, I would ask that you take part in three individual 
interviews - one at the end of  October, 20 1 1 ,  that wi l l  l ast for 1 hour; one at the end of 
, 
November, 2 0 1 1 that wi l l  l ast for a Y2 l1our; and one at the end of Dece1nber, 20 1 1 ,  that wi l l  last 
for Yi hour. The intervi ews wi l l  be conducted using Skype which i s a free co1nputer appl ication 
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tl1at allows users to make audio and video calls and chat over the Internet; or, if you prefer, I can 
telephone you at your choice of date/time/location. 
When the study is complete, I will prepare a summary of the research findings and send it 
to you. I will also facilitate a free webinar (Web-based a presentation that is transmitted over the 
Web) hosted by the Canadian Association of Nephrology Social Workers, to discuss the study 
results. 
If you decide to participate, your confidentiality and anonymity will be protected at all 
times. I will not reveal who participates in this study nor what they have said during the 
interviews. I will not use your name at any time and, when I share information about the 
research, I will do so in sucl1 a way that you could never be identified. 
If you would like to know more about the study or if you are interesting in participating in 
this study, please contact me at 705-522-2200 ext. 3 148 or toll free at 1-866-469-0822 ext. 3148. 
I look forward to working together with you 011 this project! 
Sincerely, 
' 
Gary Petingola, M. S.W. Student 
Scl100I of Social Work, Laurentia11 University 
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APPENDIX E 
Laurentian Un  ive rsit11 
Un iversitelaurentienne 
SEMI 
Why did you decide to attend the workshop? 
Do you anticipate that relaxation therapy and 1nindfulness meditation wi l l  influence your 
practice? Or, has l earning about relaxation and mindfulness affected how you practice? If  so, in 
what ways? 
Do you plan to 1nake changes (or have you made changes) in your practice based on the 
info1matio11 that you learned in this workshop? 
Has participation in the workshop altered your confidence in using these ski l l s  with patients, 
family or staff and i f  so can you share your experiences with this? 
Tell me i f  attending this one-day workshop on relaxation therapy and 1nindful11ess meditation for 
nephro logy social workers l1as created some chal lenges in your practice? 
What is tl1e biggest obstacle to you implementing changes to your professional practice? 
Can you describe if  any secondary benefits were derived from atte11ding the workshop? 
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